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the inventory that comprises the body of this chapter 
records an incomplete register of fashion exhibitions, 
worldwide, from 1971 to the present day. It commences in 
1971 in recognition of the exhibition Fashion: An Anthology 
by Cecil Beaton, staged at the victoria and Albert museum, 
london, by the photographer cecil beaton, which Amy de 
la Haye identifies as a watershed moment in the history of 
fashion exhibitions. 
for the purpose of this inventory, the term ‘fashion’  
is used to describe those exhibitions whose topic was 
primarily clothing and accessories, whether historic or 
contemporary. this excludes exhibitions on hair-styles,  
body modification such as tattooing or cosmetic surgery, 
exhibitions of textiles and wearable art, fashion illustration 
and photography. Also excluded are exhibitions of costume 
produced for performance – except in those instances where 
the designer was a recognised fashion designer. 
the inventory was compiled using a variety of sources, 
including exhibition reviews featured in Fashion Theory: The 
Journal of Dress, Body and Culture, Costume: The Journal of the 
Costume Society and Dress: The Journal of the Costume Society 
of America. the websites of a number of institutions who 
regularly stage fashion exhibitions were also consulted. 
furthermore, I am incredibly grateful to an international 
network of professional colleagues who provided data from 
their own institutional records and suggested other contacts 
that I might follow. finally, I referred to a collection of 
catalogues, fashion exhibition ephemera and a record of 
exhibitions visited personally since 1999, accumulated  
as a resource for my own research. 
the inventory is organised chronologically with entries 
grouped by the year in which the exhibition opened. In those 
instances where only the year of the opening is known, 
exhibition entries are placed at the head of that year group 
and when only the year and month are known, entries are 
placed at the head of the corresponding month. each 
individual entry notes the full title, venue, city, country and 
exact exhibition dates when known. exhibition venues  
are accredited with their current title.
Admittedly incomplete, the inventory nevertheless 
records significant evidence of international fashion 
exhibition activity, tracing the trajectory of fashion 
exhibitions over the past forty years, and examination of  
the data can reveal noteworthy developments in both the 
capacity and concerns of fashion exhibitions over the  
period. Although the catalogue is undoubtedly influenced  
by comparatively immediate access to recent records, 
statistical analysis indicates a significant increase in the 
incidence of fashion exhibitions, with seven recorded in  
1971 rising to thirty-nine in 2012. the lowest incidence is 
recorded for 1974, with three exhibitions opening, while 
2007 and 2010 record a peak, each with over fifty new 
exhibitions opening. the inventory reveals, however, that  
the rising incidence of fashion exhibitions was not constant  
and that there was a slight decline in the number of new 
exhibitions in the early years of the 1990s. Despite this 
anomaly, these figures appear to confirm what many 
professionals in the field have long believed: that fashion is 
increasingly accepted as a subject for museum and gallery 
exhibitions and that fashion exhibitions are becoming ever 
more popular with museum audiences.
Where the exhibition topic is evident from the title it  
is also possible to offer a thematic interpretation of the data 
and to infer certain trends in the subject matter of fashion 
exhibitions. the recorded titles indicate that particular 
subjects continue to be prevalent and are sustained 
throughout the chronology: wedding clothing is the focus of 
exhibitions from New York Brides, 1772–1972 (museum of the 
city of new york, new york, 1972) to Unveiled: 200 Years  
of Wedding Fashion (the museum of new Zealand, te papa 
tongarewa, Wellington, 2011); presentations of fashions 
from the eighteenth century range from Eighteenth Century 
Costume (royal ontario museum, 1972) to Le 18e au Goût du 
Jour (musée Galliera at the Grand trianon, versailles, 2011); 
and exhibitions of accessories are evident from Fans in 
Fashion (platt Hall Gallery of english costume, manchester, 
1975) to Shoe Obsession (the museum at the fashion 
Institute of technology, new york, 2013). 
recently, alternative thematic approaches have emerged, 
corresponding to the ‘thought show’ exhibition-type which 
valerie steele, Director and chief curator of the museum  
at the fashion Institute of technology and editor-in-chief  
of Fashion Theory, defines as ‘addressing some of the cultural 
and social issues evoked by fashion’ (‘steele 1997’: p. 109). 
representative of this category are exhibitions such as 
Beyond Desire (modemuseum, Antwerp, 2005) which 
explored the exchange between black and european visual 
cultures in fashion, Flowers in the Dustbin (museum of 
Decorative Arts, prague, 2007) examining popular fashions 
during the soviet occupation of czechoslovakia, and Land 
Girls (brighton museum and Art Gallery, brighton, 2010) 
which recounted personal histories of the second World 
War british women’s agricultural force through reflection  
on their official uniform.
one-person shows, or designer monograph exhibitions, 
have increased in number over the period of the inventory. 
between 1971 and 1980 seven exhibitions were of the 
monograph type (11.2% of all new exhibitions), with the figure 
rising from twenty-nine for the decade 1981–1990 (23.5%),  
to thirty-nine for 1991–2000 (19%), and 127 for 2001–2011 
(26.3%). the peak occurs in 2007, with nineteen one-person 
exhibitions opening, totalling 41% of that year’s new 
exhibition output. In the context of these monographic 
exhibitions, which vary considerably in scale, interest appears 
to be balanced equally between recognised masters of 
couture and contemporary designers. the most recurrent 
designer is yves saint laurent, with fifteen exhibitions 
recorded between 1983 and 2011. this figure is undoubtedly 
bolstered by the exhibition programme promoted by the 
fondation pierre bergé-yves saint laurent, paris. the earliest 
monograph exhibition recorded here is Balenciaga (the 
costume Institute at the metropolitan museum of Art, new 
york, 1973). balenciaga is the subject of a total of seven shows 
between 1973 and 2011, tying with Hussein chalayan who 
records seven one-person shows between 1999 and 2011.  
the houses of Dior and versace tally six exhibitions each, 
staged from 1987 to 2013 and 1986 to 2002 respectively.
from a geographic perspective, it is interesting to  
note that the inventory details an equivalent number  
of monographic exhibitions of Us- and european-based 
designers staged in the UsA; thirty-nine exhibitions devoted 
to named Us-based designers, commencing with Galanos 
(the museum at the fashion Institute of technology, new 
york, 1976), and thirty-eight exhibitions of named european-
based designers, commencing with the previously noted 
Balenciaga. In comparison, only four exhibitions devoted to 
named United states-based designers have been recorded 
at venues outside the UsA: Yeohlee (Aedes Gallery, berlin, 
1998), Rudi Gernreich (neue Galerie, Graz, 2000), William 
Travilla (the fashion museum, bath, 2008) and Helmut Lang 
(the fashion museum, bath, 2010). the trend is also 
recognised by group shows with Amerika Mode 1920–1940 
(Kunsthaus, Zurich, 1979) and New York Fashion Now 
(victoria and Albert museum, london, 2007) amongst the 
few exceptions. this suggests that despite the global reach 
of the fashion industry and the increasing presence of 
Us-based designers in european houses (marc Jacobs  
at louis vuitton from 1997, rick owens at revillon from 
2002, Humberto leon and carol lim at Kenzo from 2011 
and Alexander Wang at balenciaga from 2012), the focus  
of fashion exhibitions maintains a decidedly eurocentric 
perspective, which is countered only by exhibitions 
focussing on contemporary Japanese designers, which  
are recorded at 19, worldwide, since 1985.
owing to the incomplete nature of the exhibition sample, 
findings based on data analysis, while alluding to interesting 
trends, must be regarded as indicative rather than 
conclusive. the inventory is significant, none the less, in 
revealing the extensive scope and geographic spread of 
international fashion exhibitions, recognising fashion 
exhibition production as an expanding professional activity. 
Although not the sole focus of the fashion or dress curator, 
who is also generally responsible for collection care, object 
documentation, loans and acquisitions, the preparation and 
presentation of exhibitions is acknowledged as a challenging 
and resource-consuming area of their work (palmer 2008:  
p. 126; taylor 2002: pp. 24–50). Despite the escalating 
proliferation of fashion exhibitions and the substantial 
resources expended in their delivery an absence of critical 
reflection on the presentation of fashion in the museum  
or gallery has been perceived by some experts in the field 
(steele 2008: p. 8).
this evident lack of critique may be owing to the fact  
that, as a focus for detailed investigation, the exhibitionary 
medium is a problematic subject. As Alexandra palmer, 
senior curator of textiles and fashion, royal ontario 
museum, suggests, fashion exhibitions are best assessed  
at first hand, so that their spatial and sensory qualities can 
be experienced and evaluated alongside curatorial thesis 
and narrative (palmer 2008: p. 123). yet the ephemeral 
nature of the exhibition visit defies adequate capture or 
accurate replication that promotes detailed scrutiny off-site. 
the exhibition is a fugitive medium. researchers wishing  
to examine exhibition installations must often resort to 
photographic images as a primary resource for their 
investigation. In my own research into the delineation of 
innovative presentation modes for fashion in the museum,  
I have regularly made use of photographic reference material 
to support exhibition analysis, both as aide memoire after  
an exhibition visit, and as visual evidence to illustrate  
my conclusions. When an exhibition can no longer be 
experienced ‘live’, documentation is critical in providing 
evidence to facilitate investigation. this is demonstrated  
by art historian mary Anne staniszewski’s detailed account 
of installation styles at the museum of modern Art, new 
york, even as the author recognises the shortcomings of  
the photographic record as primary source material 
(staniszewski 2001: p. xxiii).
new digital technologies, however, are continually 
improving the way in which exhibition installations can  
be captured and made accessible; the Indianapolis  
museum of Art, Indiana, UsA, has recently recorded fashion 
exhibitions using still photographs, moving image and 
panoramic views and made these resources available online 
(www.imamuseum.org). even the traditional format of the 
exhibition publication can offer an opportunity to record  
the exhibition installation. A number of catalogues from 
modemuseum, Antwerp, and the exhibition publications 
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Ours the Needles:  
Victorian Dressmaking 
platt Hall, manchester, england,  
1 April–25 July 1974
De Schoenen van Jan Jansen 
1964–1974  
(Jan Jansen Shoes 1964–1974) 
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands,  
21 August–6 october 1974
Romantic and Glamorous 
Hollywood Design 
met, new york, UsA,  
21 november 1974–9 January 1975
Fashions of Childhood 
platt Hall, manchester, england,  
23 march–30 september 1973
The World of Balenciaga 
met, new york, UsA,  
23 march–30 June 1973
Eventails: Actualités,  
Vie Parisienne  
(Fans: News, Parisian Life) 
musée Galliera, paris, france, 
may–october 1973
Cut My Cote 
rom, toronto, canada,  
19 June–23 september 1973
The New Look: Fashion 1947–1957 
platt Hall, manchester, england,  
3 July–31 December 1973
Fashions of the Hapsburg Era 
met, new york, UsA, December 
1973–september 1974
The 10s, 20s, 30s:  
Inventive Clothes 
met, new york, UsA, December 
1973–september 1974
New York Brides 1772–1972 
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 1972
Women’s and Children’s 
Costume, Accessories and Toys 
1830–1900 
powerhouse museum, sydney/
new south Wales museum train 
tour, Australia, 1972
Untailored Garments 
met, new york, UsA,  
January–July 1972
Eighteenth Century Costume 
royal ontario museum (rom), 
toronto, canada,  
July–october 1972
Sporting Life 
met, new york, UsA, 
July 1972–february 1973
Heritage: A Fashion Direction 
powerhouse museum, sydney, 
Australia, 1971
Borrowed Plumes:  
Feathers in Fashion 
the Gallery of costume at platt 
Hall (platt Hall), manchester, 
england, January 1971
Fashion in Miniature:  
Dolls and Their Clothes 
platt Hall, manchester, england, 
January 1971
Het Kind (The Child) 
centraal museum, Utrecht, 
the netherlands,  
9 June–15 August 1971
Fashion Plate 
the costume Institute at the 
metropolitan museum of Art 
(met), new york, UsA,  
october 1971
Fashion: An Anthology  
by Cecil Beaton
victoria and Albert museum 
(v&A), london, england,  
october 1971–January 1972
Keuze uit Tien Jaar Aanwinsten 
1961–1971 (Selection from Ten 
Years of Acquisitions 1961–1971) 
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands,  
23 october 1971–9 January 1972
Vêtements Fonctionnels  
(Work Clothes) 
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
23 october 1971–15 January 1972
Dangerous Liaisons (Koda and bolton 2006) and AngloMania: 
Tradition and Transgression in British Fashion (bolton 2006) 
from the metropolitan museum of Art, new york, are 
notable in including images of the exhibited items in situ. 
these publications and online resources are among the 
exceptions: fashion exhibition catalogues and related online 
resources invariably preference studio shots of objects over 
installation images.
bearing in mind the growing profile of fashion exhibitions 
demonstrated by this inventory, it is pertinent to facilitate 
the critical reflection that commentators note is lacking  
from the discipline. It is also relevant that this reflection  
is focussed not only on analysis of the curatorial thesis, 
narrative approach and exhibition content but that, as  
critic and curator Germano celant proposes, it regards  
the exhibition installation as ‘a form of modern work,  
whose articulation, both spatial and visual, is worthy  
of consideration’ (celant 1996: p.313). It would be 
impossible, in the context of this chapter, to include 
substantial account of each exhibition recorded that would 
support such in-depth analysis, and the statistical and 
thematic breakdown detailed previously only hints at the 
potential of further research into fashion exhibitions. It is 
possible, however, that the publication of this inventory may 
encourage curators and institutions to explore ways in which 
fashion exhibitions might be recorded and that information 
made widely available. Access to this vital information,  
in turn, will enable future investigation and debate around 
approaches and techniques employed in the presentation  
of fashion in the museum. only by developing expertise in 
exhibition-making practice, informed by focussed reflection 
and intelligent analysis of historic and contemporary 
examples, and supported by access to evocative  
and accurate exhibition installation record, will fashion 
exhibitions continue to increase not only in quantity,  
but in quality of narrative and of presentation.
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1971 1972 1973 1974
Kendall Collection 
rom, toronto, canada, 1975
Sleeping Beauties:  
100 Years of Nightwear 
platt Hall, manchester, england, 
January 1975–August 1976
The Hats Show 
platt Hall, manchester, england, 
march 1975–December 1981
Welcome Sweet Babe: 
Christening Robes,  
Capes and Jackets 
platt Hall, manchester, england,  
1 April 1975–August 1976
Fans in Fashion 
platt Hall, manchester, england,  
24 may–27 August 1975
Liberty’s 1875–1975 
v&A, london, england,  
31 July–12 october 1975
Curator’s Career: A Special 
Exhibition Honouring the 
Retirement of Katherine B. Brett, 
Curator Emeritus 
rom, toronto, canada,  
10 november 1975– 
29 february 1976
American Women of Style 
met, new york, UsA,  
December 1975–september 1976
1975
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Court Presentation Dresses 
museum of london,  
london, england, 
27 february–3 september 1978
Girls and Boys Come Out to Play: 
Children’s Clothes 1790–1890 
platt Hall, manchester, england, 
may 1978
Elégances Françaises du 18e 
Siècle à Nos Jours (French 
Elegance from the Eighteenth 
Century to Today) 
musée Galliera, paris, france, 
June–october 1978
Secrets d’Elégance 1750–1950 
(Secrets of Style 1750–1950) 
musée Galliera, paris, france, 
December 1978–April 1979
Best Bib & Tucker 
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 1977–1978
L’Atelier Nadar et la Mode 
1865–1913 (L’Atelier Nadar 
and Fashion 1865–1913) 
touring exhibition by musée 
Galliera, paris, france, 1977–1978
Vingt Ans Après: Principaux 
Enrichements 1956–1976  
(Twenty Years Later:  
Major Acquisitions 1956–1976) 
musée Galliera, paris, france, 1977
In the Presence of the  
Dragon Throne 
rom, toronto, canada,  
19 April–14 August 1977
Broderie au Passé et au Present 
(Embroidery from the Past to  
the Present) 
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
28 April 1977–12 september 1977
Paris 1945–1975: Elégance et 
Création (Paris 1945–1975: 
Elegance and Design) 
musée Galliera, paris, france, 
may–August 1977
La Belle Epoque: 1880–1915 
philadelphia museum of Art, 
philadelphia, UsA,  
4 June–30 september 1997
Style 1877 
platt Hall, manchester, england, 
september–December 1977
Bless the Bride: Weddings 
1735–1970 
platt Hall, manchester, england, 
november 1977
Vanity Fair 
met, new york, UsA, December 
1977–september 1978
A Century of Flowered Waistcoats 
platt Hall, manchester, england, 
1976–march 1977
The Hats of A Lifetime, by 
Thomas Harrison of Melbourne 
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
18 february–28 march 1976
Fashion 1900–1939 
v&A, london, england,  
25 march–9 may 1976
Paul Poiret 
the museum at the fashion 
Institute of technology (mfIt), 
new york, UsA,  
25 may–11 september 1976
Needles and Pins:  
Knitting and Crochet 
platt Hall, manchester, england, 
november 1976–november 1978
Galanos 
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
24 november 1976– 
19 february 1977
Glory of Russian Costume 
met, new york, UsA,  
December 1976–August 1977
BELOW
American Women of Style. the metropolitan 
museum of Art, new york, UsA, December 
1975–september 1976. curated by Diana 
vreeland and stella blum.  
photograph Al mozell © the metropolitan 
museum of Art.
1976 1977 1978
Shoes  
rom, toronto, canada, 1979
20th Century Fashion 
platt Hall, manchester, england, 
June 1979
Modes Enfantines 1750–1959 
(Children’s Fashions 1750–1959) 
musée Galliera, paris, france, 
June–november 1979
Amerika Mode 1920–1940 
met at the Kunsthaus, Zurich, 
switzerland, 23 August– 
28 october 1979
Delights and Fine Fashion 
philadelphia museum of Art, 
philadelphia, UsA, 29 september 
1979–10 february 1980
Pieke Stuvel 
centraal museum,  
Utrecht, the netherlands,  
29 september–4 november 1979
1979
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BELOW LEFT
Girls and Boys Come Out to Play: Children’s 
Clothes 1790–1890. the Gallery of costume 
at platt Hall, manchester, england, may 1978. 
curated by vanda foster and Joanna Hashagen. 
photograph © manchester city Galleries.
BOTTOM
Bless the Bride: Weddings 1735–1970. the 
Gallery of costume at platt Hall, manchester, 
england, november 1977. curated by vanda 
foster and Joanna Hashagen.  
photograph © manchester city Galleries.
BELOW RIGHT
20th Century Fashion. the Gallery of costume 
at platt Hall, manchester, england, June 1979. 
curated by Jane tozer and Joanna Hashagen. 
photograph © manchester city Galleries
Introductions, Greetings  
and Farewells 
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 1981
Newman Collection 
met, new york, UsA, 1981
A Handful of History:  
Gloves from the Collection 
museum of london, london, 
england, 19 february–7 march 1981
La Mode et Ses Métiers du  
18e Siècle à Nos Jours (Fashion’s 
Crafts From the Eighteenth 
Century to Today) 
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
6 march–31 october 1981
Vävda Vardagskläder  
(Woven Everyday Clothing) 
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden,  
15 April–17 may 1981
Royal Wedding Dresses 
museum of london, london, 
england, 14 July–16 August 1981
The Eighteenth Century Woman 
met, new york, UsA,  
12 December 1980– 
5 september 1982
Crêpe und Kralen: 
Kleidingstukken uit de Jaren 
1920 iut de verzameling van 
Hans van Emmerik (Crêpe and 
Beads: 1920s Clothing from the 
Collection of Hans van Emmerik) 
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands,  
13 December 1981–16 march 1982
La Mode et les Poupées du 18e 
Siècle à Nos Jours (Fashion  
and Dolls from the Eighteenth 
Century to Today) 
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
15 December 1981–18 April 1982
Hommage aux Donateurs: 
Modes Françaises du 18e Siècle 
à Nos Jours (A Tribute to Our 
Donors: Paris Fashions from the 
Eighteenth Century to Today) 
musée Galliera, paris, france, 
June–December 1980
Le Costume: 
Un Patrimoine Vivant  
(The Suit: A Living Heritage) 
 les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
1 october 1980–15 January 1981
Bohus Stickning (Bohus Knitting) 
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden,  
5 november–14 December 1980
Children’s Clothing 
philadelphia museum of Art, 
philadelphia, UsA,  
8 november 1980–5 April 1981
The Manchu Dragon 
met, new york, UsA,  
December 1980–march 1981
Klädfrågan (Clothing Issues) 
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden, 3 December 
1980–30 January 1981
A Salute to Vera Maxwell 
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 1980
The Elegant Eighties 
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 1980
Chapeaux 1750–1950  
(Hats 1750–1950) 
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
1 february–13 April 1980
The Eighties: The Daring Decade 
philadelphia museum of Art, 
philadelphia, UsA,  
8 march–3 August 1980
A Head of Fashion:  
Hats by Rose Vernier 
museum of london, london, 
england, 17 march–18 may 1980
Evolution of Fashion 
Kyoto costume Institute (KcI) in 
collaboration with the met at the 
national museum of modern Art, 
Kyoto, Japan, 5 April–1 June 1980
Dood en Begraven,  
Sterven en Rouwen 1700–1900 
(Death and Burial, Dying and 
Grieving 1700–1900) 
centraal museum, Utrecht, the 
netherlands, 15 may–6 July 1980
1980 1981
Colonial Costume 
powerhouse museum, sydney, 
Australia, 1982
The House of Worth:  
The Gilded Age 
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 1982
Givenchy: 30 Years 
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
11 may–2 october 1982
La Mode du Châle Cachemire 
en France (The Fashion for the 
Cashmere Shawl in France) 
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
19 may–31 october 1982
Marja de Radt 
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden,  
6 november–5 December 1982
The Undercover Story 
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
8 november 1982–7 may 1983
La Belle Epoque 
met, new york, UsA, 6 December 
1982–4 september 1983
Uniformes Civils, Cérémonials, 
Circonstances 1750–1980 
(Uniforms: Civil, Ceremonial  
and for Special Occasions, 
1750–1980) 
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
16 December 1982–17 April 1983
1982
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Modes en Dentelles 1950–1983 
(Fashions in Lace 1950–1983)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
2 June–30 october 1983
Masquerade
museum of london, london, 
england, 26 July–2 october 1983
From Top to Toe: 
New Acquisitions
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia, 24 August 
1983–16 february 1984
The Undercover Story
KcI in collaboration with mfIt at 
Harajuku laforet museum, tokyo, 
Japan, 3 october–23 october 
1983; Karasuma Hall, Kyoto, Japan, 
10 november–20 november 1983
Mariano Fortuny
national Gallery of Australia, 
canberra, Australia, 10 october 
1983–18 march 1984
Indispensables Accessoires du 
16e au 20e Siècle (Essential 
Accessories from the Sixteenth 
 to the Twentieth Century)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
8 December 1983–23 April 1984
Yves Saint Laurent
met, new york, UsA,  
14 December 1983– 
2 september 1984
. . . to Visit the Queen 
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 1983
Twenty Years of Fashion:  
Dress of the Year 1963–1983 
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 1983
Worth in the Limelight 
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 1983
Twee Eeuwen Kindermode  
(Two Centuries of Children’s 
Fashion) 
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands, 1 April– 
7 november 1983
Fashions Fit for a Lady
city museum and Art Gallery, 
stoke on trent, england,  
16 April–30 July 1983
The Rise and Fall of the Sleeve: 
Fashion in Britain 1823–1840
shambellie House museum of 
costume, Dumfreis, scotland,  
28 may–26 september 1983
1983
Cream of the Crop
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 1984
Madame Lameroux
powerhouse museum, sydney, 
Australia, 1984
Making a Splash
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 1984
Modéléctricité
musée Galliera at the musée d’Art 
moderne de la ville de paris, paris, 
france, 1–26 february 1984
The Court Dress Collection
Kensington palace, london, 
england, 24 may 1984
L’Imprimé dans la Mode du 
18e Siècle à Nos Jours (Prints 
in Fashion from the Eighteenth 
Century to Today)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
29 may–28 october 1984
Hommage à Elsa Schiaparelli  
(A Tribute to Elsa Schiaparelli)
musée Galliera at the pavillon  
des Arts, paris, france,  
21 June–30 August 1984
Dresses to Remember:  
Wedding Dresses
platt Hall, manchester, england,  
4 september–28 september 1984
De la Mode et des Lettres:  
du 13e au 20e Siècle (Fashion  
and the Arts: from the Thirteenth 
to the Twentieth Century)
musée Galliera, paris, france, 
December 1984–April 1985
Man and the Horse
met, new york, UsA, 3 December 
1984–1 september 1985
Church Vestments
rom, toronto, canada,  
7 December 1984–30 April 1985
<<Coup de Chapeau>>  
à Madame Paulette (‘Hats Off’  
to Madame Paulette!)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
7 December 1984–14 April 1985
1984
Fine Figure of a Woman
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 1985
Light as a Feather
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 1985
Norman Hartnell
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 1985
Gillian Marshall: Koftor & 
Kaftaner (Gillian Marshall: 
Cardigans & Kaftans)
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden,  
26 January–24 february 1985
Issey Miyake: Bodyworks
v&A, london, england,  
26 february–9 April 1985
All American:  
A Sportswear Tradition
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
4 April–June 22 1985
Kant in Mode, Mode in Kant  
1815–1915 (Lace in Fashion, 
Fashion in Lace 1815–1915)
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands,  
27 April–30 June 1985
L’Eventail: Mirroir de la Belle 
Epoque (The Fan: Mirror of the 
Belle Epoque)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
24 may–27 october 1985
<<Une Leçon d’Elégance  
en Gris et Rose>> par Castillo  
(‘A Lesson in Elegance in Grey  
and Rose’ by Castillo)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
24 may–27 october 1985
Around the World
rom, toronto, canada, August 
1985–July 1986
Gifts and Purchases  
Recent Acquisitions
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia, 18 october 
1985–21 september 1986
Mariano Fortuny 1871–1949
KcI at spiral Hall, tokyo, Japan,  
9 november–1 December 1985
All Dolled Up: Dolls’ Costume
platt Hall, manchester, england, 
December 1985–June 1986
Ivory, Feathers and Lace: Fans 
from the Collection
museum of london, london, 
england, 17 December 1985– 
27 march 1986
Les Poupées Racontent la Mode 
du 18e Siècle à Nos Jours (Dolls 
Tell the Story of Fashion from the 
Eighteenth Century to Today)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
20 December 1985–6 April 1986
Pierre Balmain: 40 Années  
de Création (Pierre Balmain:  
40 Years of Fashion)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
20 December 1985–6 April 1986
The Costumes of Royal India
met, new york, UsA, 20 
December 1985–31 August 1986
1985
The Best of the Best Dressed List
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 1986
Twenties Style
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 1986
Moments de Mode: Exposition 
Inaugurale du Musée d’Arts de 
la Mode (Fashion Moments: 
Inaugural Exhibition of the  
Musée d’Arts de la Mode)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
28 January–4 may 1986
Yves Saint Laurent et le  
Théâtre (Yves Saint Laurent  
and the Theatre)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
27 may–8 september 1986
Yves Saint Laurent: 28 Années  
de Creation (Yves Saint Laurent:  
28 Years of Fashion)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
30 may–26 october 1986
Paul Poiret et Nicole Groult: 
Maîtres de la Mode d’Art Deco 
(Paul Poiret and Nicole Groult: 
Masters of Art Deco Fashion)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
5 July–12 october 1986
Balenciaga
mfIt, new york, UsA, 23 
september–6 December 1986
1986
Gianni Versace: Dialogues de 
Mode, des Photographes Autour 
d’une Creation (Gianni Versace: 
A Dialogue Between Fashion and 
Photography)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
23 october 1986–4 January 1987
Correspondance: Vêtement 
Revêtement (Intersection: 
Garment and Surface)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris,  
france, 17 December 1986– 
22 february 1987
Dance
met, new york, UsA,  
17 December 1986- 
6 september 1987
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Gloves: For Favours,  
Gifts and Coronations
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 1987
Summer Silhouettes: Washable
Fashion in the Nineteenth Century 
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 1987
Three Women: Kawakubo, 
Vionnet, McCardell
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
24 february–18 April 1987
Hommage à Christian Dior: 
1947–1957
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
22 march–4 october 1987
Zika Ascher: Fabric Art Fashion
v&A, london, england,  
14 April–14 June 1987
Paris Couture Années 30  
(Paris Couture in the 30s)
musée Galliera, paris, france, 
may–september 1987
New Fashion for the 80s
national Gallery of Australia, 
canberra, Australia,  
16 may–2 August 1987
Cristóbal Balenciaga
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
6 August–2 september 1987
Tien Jaar Mac & Maggie  
(Ten Years of Mac & Maggie)
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands,  
13 septmeber–16 november 1987
Fashion and Surrealism
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
30 october 1987–23 January 1988
In Style
met, new york, UsA,  
november 1987–April 1988
La Mode au Musée  
(Fashion in the Museum)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
3 november 1987– 
24 January 1988
The New Dressing: Japanese 
Fashion in the 80s
national Gallery of Australia, 
canberra, Australia, 21 november 
1987–14 february 1988
Hatches, Matches and 
Dispatches: Christening,  
Bridal and Mourning Fashions
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
25 november 1987– 
31 January 1988
Les Souliers Roger Vivier  
(Roger Vivier: Shoes)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
10 December 1987–13 march 1988
1987
Fans from the Collection
philadelphia museum of Art, 
philadelphia, UsA,  
23 August–4 september 1998
L’Elégance Française au Cinéma 
(French Style in Film)
musée Galliera, paris, france, 
october 1988–January 1989
Issey Miyake: A UN
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
4 october–31 December 1988
Tartan
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
25 october 1988–4 february 1989
Créateurs de Mode –  
Créateurs d’Images (Fashion 
Designers – Image Makers)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
28 october–31 December 1988
Histoires de Mode d’Hier  
et d’Aujourd’hui: Donations, 
Acquisitions Récentes  
(Fashion Histories from Yesterday 
and Today: Recent Donations  
and Acquisitions)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
16 november 1988– 
19 february 1989
From Queen to Empress: 
Victorian Dress 1837–1877
met, new york, UsA,  
15 December 1988–16 April 1989
Paris – Stockholm
nordiska museet, stockholm, 
sweden, 1988
Royal Fans
Kensington palace, london, 
england, 1988
Stjerner i Fransk Mode  
(Stars of French Fashion)
Designmuseum Danmark, 
copenhagen, Denmark,  
5 february–10 April 1988
Nature–Couture
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
16 march-29 may 1988
Costumes de la Ville, Costumes 
de Scène: La Collection Umberto 
Tirelli au Palais Pitti (Suits for 
Town, Costumes for the Stage: 
The Collection of Umberto Tirelli 
from the Pitti Palace)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
24 march–11 september 1988
Lesage: Maître–brodeur de la 
Haute Couture (Lesage: Master 
Embroiderer for Haute Couture)
musée Galliera, paris, france, 
June–september 1988
Costumes of Asian Peoples
met, new york, UsA, 7 June– 
11 september 1988
Molyneux 1937–1950: From 
the Collection of Else Rijkens 
nederlands Kostuumuseum,
the Hague, netherlands,  
18 June–21 August 1988
Fashion and Surrealism
v&A, london, england,  
29 June–29 August 1988
1988
BELOW
Zika Ascher: Fabric Art Fashion.  
victoria and Albert museum, london,  
england, 14 April-14 June 1987.  
curated by valerie D mendes. 
photograph © victoria and Albert  
museum, london.
BOTTOM
Fashion and Surrealism. victoria and  
Albert museum, london, england,  
29 June–29 August 1988. 
photograph © private collection.
L’Etoffe des Héros: 1789–1815
(The Stuff of Heroes: 1789–1815) 
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
27 April–30 July 1989
Apropos Aprons
met, new york, UsA,  
6 June–3 september 1989
Hardy Amies
museum of london, london, 
england, 21 July–29 october 1989
Mode Fin 18e Siècle à la 
Restuaration (Fashion from  
the End of the Eighteenth  
Century to the Restoration)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
29 August–5 november 1989
The Art of Knitting
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
11 september 1989–22 April 1990
Les Accessoires du Temps: 
Ombrelles et Parapluies  
(Weather Accessories: 
Sunshades and Umbrellas)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
24 october 1989–14 January 1990
Gloves for the Famous
platt Hall, manchester, england, 
november 1989–January 1990
The Age of Napoleon
met, new york, UsA,  
13 December 1989–15 April 1990
30 Years of Vogue Australia
powerhouse museum, sydney, 
Australia, 1989
Australian Fashion:  
The Contemporary Art
powerhouse museum, sydney, 
Australia, 1989
Celebrating George
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 1989
Scents of Time
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 1989
Modes et Révolutions  
1780–1804 (Fashion and 
Revolutions 1780–1804)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
8 february–7 may 1989
Jocks and Nerds
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
4 April–6 may 1989
Revolution in Fashion 1715–1815
KcI at the national museum of 
modern Art, tokyo, Japan,  
4 April–28 may 1989; mfIt,  
new york, UsA, 1 november 
1989–17 february 1990; elégances 
et modes en france au 18e siècle,  
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
22 november 1991–29 march 1992
1989
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Robes du Soir (Evening Gowns)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
27 June–28 october 1990
Splash! A History of Swimwear
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
29 June–15 september 1990
Pierre Cardin
v&A, london, england,  
10 october 1990–6 January 1991
Halston: Absolute Modernism
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
29 october 1990–11 January 1991
Giorgio Armani: Images of Man
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
1 november 1990–12 January 1991
Le Théâtre de la Mode
met, new york, UsA,  
8 December 1990–14 April 1991
Dressed for the Job: Court Dress 
in the Twentieth Century
Kensington palace, london, 
england, 1990
The Gibson Girl
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 1990
Within Bohemia’s Borders: 
Greenwich Village 1830–1930
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 1990
Femmes Fin de Siècle 1885–1898 
(Women at the Turn of the 
Century 1885–1898)
musée Galliera, paris, france, 
february–may 1990
Fabric and Fashion: A Decade  
of Acquisitions
philadelphia museum of Art, 
philadelphia, UsA,  
11 february–25 march 1990
Small Illusions – Children’s 
Costumes
met, new york, UsA,  
20 June–9 september 1990
1990
Fashion of the Year
powerhouse museum, sydney, 
Australia, 1991 (and annually  
up to 2004)
Vogue 75 Years
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 1991
Gelukigge Jaren: Nieuwe en 
Oude Aanwinsten (Happy Years: 
Acquisitions Old and New)
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands,  
19 July–30 september 1991
Perfect Little Ladies: Fashion 
Dolls and the Art of Dress
philadelphia museum of Art, 
philadelphia, UsA, 24 August 
1991–26 January 1992
Givenchy: 40 Ans de Creation 
(Givenchy: 40 Years of Fashion)
musée Galliera, paris, france, 
october 1991–march 1992
Elégances et Modes en France au 
18e Siècle (Elegance and Fashion 
in Eighteenth Century France)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
22 november 1991–29 march 1992
Hjalmar Hjördisdottir
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden,  
30 november 1991– 
16 february 1992
1991
BELOW
Pierre Cardin, victoria and Albert museum, 
london, england, 10 october 1990-6 January 
1991. curated by valerie D mendes.  
photograph © victoria and Albert museum.
Court Couture
Kensington palace, london, 
england, 1992
Five Fashion Capitals
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 1992
Flair:  
Fashion Collected by Tina Chow
mfIt, new york, UsA, 17 march– 
9 may 1992; mfIt at Wacoal 
Kohjimachi building, tokyo, Japan, 
30 september–15 october 1992
Van Cleef & Arpels
musée Galliera, paris, france, 
June–october 1992
Royal Style:  
The Queen Mother’s Wardrobe
bowes museum, barnard castle, 
england, 17 June– 
13 september 1992
Koninklijk Kant in het Centraal 
Museum Utrecht (Royal Lace in 
the Centraal Museum Utrecht)
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands,  
19 June–6 september 1992
Mode et Libertés 1492–1992 
(Fashion and Freedom  
1492–1992)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
25 June–26 october 1992
Balenciaga:  
Masterpieces of Fashion
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
10 september–26 november 1992
Gianni Versace: Signatures
mfIt, new york, UsA, 6 november 
1991–9 January 1993
Fashion and History: A Dialogue
met, new york, UsA, 7 December 
1992–21 march 1993
1992
With Grace and Favour:  
Victorian and Edwardian  
Fashion in America
cincinnati Art museum, 
cincinnati, UsA,  
22 may–6 september 1993
Jacques Fath: Les Anées 50 
(Jacques Fath: The 50s)
musée Galliera, paris, france, 
June–november 1993
Essence of Quality or  
Comme des Garçons
KcI at Wacoal Kohjimachi building, 
tokyo, Japan 1 June–25 June 1993
Versailles: American Fashion  
on the World Stage
met, new york, UsA,  
8 August-28 november 1993
Ahead of Fashion:  
Hats of the Twentieth Century
philadelphia museum of Art, 
philadelphia, UsA,  
21 August 1993–28 march 1994
Nakunte Bogolanfini:  
Artist of the Beledougou
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
14 september 1993–
8 January 1994
From Worth to Dior:  
From the Collection of the 
National Gallery of Victoria
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
26 november 1993– 
16 January 1994
Dressed to Kill:  
100 Years of Fashion
national Gallery of Australia, 
canberra, Australia, 4 December 
1993–27 february 1994
Diana Vreeland
met, new york, UsA,  
9 December 1993–20 march 1994
Hermès: World of Silk
powerhouse museum, sydney, 
Australia, 1993
Student Fashion
powerhouse museum, sydney, 
Australia, 1993 (and annually,  
up to date of publication)
The King’s Table
Kensington palace, london, 
england, 1993
Welcome to Your Second Home: 
New York’s Ethnic Social Clubs
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 1993
Au Paradis des Dames: 
Nouveautés, Modes at 
Confections 1810–1870  
(At ‘The Women’s Paradise’: 
Trends, Fashion and Dressmaking 
1810–1870)
musée Galliera, paris, france, 
January–April 1993
La Renaissance de la Mode 
Italienne: Florence, La Sala Bianca 
1952–1973 (The Renaissance  
of Italian Fashion: Florence,  
La Sala Bianca 1952–1973)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
20 march–1 August 1993
Charles James:  
Architect of Fashion
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
23 march–1 may 1993
Infra–Apparel
met, new york, UsA,  
1 April–8 August 1993
1993
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Christian Dior:  
The Magic of Fashion
powerhouse museum, sydney, 
Australia, 1994
Coronation Robes from King 
George II to Queen Elizabeth II
Kensington palace, london, 
england, 1994
Up to Date:  
Dress of the Year 1963–1993
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 1994
Geoffrey Beene Unbound
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
17 february–30 April 1994
Waist Not
met, new york, UsA,  
29 march–21 August 1994
Japonism in Fashion
KcI at the national museum 
of modern Art, tokyo, Japan, 
5 April–19 June 1994; musée 
Galliera, paris, france, 18 April– 
4 August 1996; tft Hall, tokyo, 
Japan, 7 september–17 november 
1996; los Angeles county 
museum of Art, los Angeles, UsA, 
5 April–15 June 1998; brooklyn 
museum of Art, new york, UsA, 
20 november 1998–15 June 1999; 
the museum of new Zealand, 
te papa tongarewa (te papa), 
Wellington, new Zealand, 9 July– 
5 october 2005; christchurch 
Art Gallery, te puna o Waiwhetu, 
christchurch, new Zealand, 12 
December 2003–7 march 2004
Mémoires de Mode  
(Memories of Fashion)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
3 may–21 August 1994
GUTS (Global Urban  
Tribal Streetwear):  
An Exhibition with Attitude
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
20 may–3 July 1994
Madame Grès
met, new york, UsA,  
13 september–27 november 1994
Histoires du Jeans de 1750  
à 1994 (The Story of Jeans  
from 1750 to 1994)
musée Galliera, paris, france, 
october 1994–march 1995
Hello Again:  
Recycling for the Real World
mfIt, new york, UsA, 25 october 
1994–7 January 1995
Judith Leiber: The Artful Handbag
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
15 november 1994–11 march 1995
Streetstyle:  
From Sidewalk to Catwalk
v&A, london, england,  
16 november 1994– 
19 february 1995
Orientalism
met, new york, UsA,  
8 December 1994–19 march 1995
1994
RIGHT
Streetstyle: From Sidewalk to Catwalk. 
victoria and Albert museum, london, england, 
16 november 1994–19 february 1995. curated 
by Amy de la Haye, designed by Universal ltd. 
photograph © private collection.
BELOW
Japonism in Fashion. Kyoto costume Institute 
at the national museum of modern Art, tokyo, 
Japan, 5 April–19 June 1994. curated by takeo 
Uchiyama, Akiko fukai and Jun Kanai, designed 
by masao nihei.  
photograph naoya Hatakeyama © the Kyoto 
costume Institute.
The Gentle Step: The Ladies 
Realm of Fashion 1800–1900
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, may 1995–february 1997
Swords Into Ploughshares
met, new york, UsA,  
7 september–27 november 1995
Costumes à la Cour de Vienne 
1815–1918 (Dress at the Viennese 
Court 1815–1918)
musée Galliera, paris, france, 
october 1995–march 1996
Ruisende Rokken: 200 Jaar 
Kostuums uit de Collectie 
(Rustling Skirts: 200 Years of 
Clothing from the Collections)
centraal museum, Utrecht
the netherlands, 10 october 
1995–29 January 1996
Haute Couture
met, new york, UsA,  
7 December 1995–24 march 1996
All the Frills Upon It:  
New York Bonnets on Parade
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 1995
Ladies Miles:  
Entertainment and Emporia
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 1995
Uncommon Threads:  
300 Years of New York Style
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 1995
Fashion is a Verb!  
Expanding the Definition
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
14 february–29 April 1995
Bloom
met, new york, UsA,  
30 march–20 August 1995
Le Dessin Sous Toutes  
Ses Coutures (Design from  
all Angles)
musée Galliera, paris, france, 
April–August 1995
Our Boots: An Inuit Women’s Art
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, may 1995–may 1996
1995
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Couture to Chaos:  
Fashion from the Collection
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
11 september–11 november 1996
Il Tempo et la Moda  
(Time and Fashion)
florence biennale, 20 september 
1996–25 January 1997.
The Elegance of France
fashion Institute of Design  
and merchandising (fIDm),
los Angeles, UsA,  
17 october–15 December 1996
A tot Z: Van Armband tot 
Zakdoek (A to Z: An Overview  
of Accessories)
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands, 19 october– 
1 December 1996
From Printed Line to Woven 
Flower: Exploring Textile Patterns
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
22 october 1996–11 January 1997
Dressing Up:  
Children’s Fashions 1720–1920
museum of fine Arts, boston, 
UsA, 20 november 1996– 
23 march 1997
PUCCI!
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 1 December 1996– 
1 november 1997
If the Shoe Fits
de young fine Arts museum of 
san francisco, san francisco, UsA, 
7 December 1996–5 october 1997
Christian Dior
met, new york, UsA,  
12 December 1996–23 march 1997
Weddings
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 1996
Pretty in Print
platt Hall, manchester, england, 
march–June 1996
Bare Witness
met, new york, UsA,  
2 April–8 August 1996
Shoe Dreams:  
Designs by Andrea Pfister
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, may–August 1996
Tradition and Innovation: 
An Exhibition of Northern 
Athapaskan Footwear
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, may 1996–may 1997
Celebrating Donors: Shannon 
Rodgers and Cora Ginsberg
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 1 July 1996– 
1 march 1997
Loose Tongues and Lost Soles: 
Shoes in Cartoon and Caricature
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, August 1996– 
January 1997
Celebrating Elegance
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 1 september 1996– 
1 January 1997
A Passion for Paisley:  
Indian and European Shawls
philadelphia museum of Art, 
philadelphia, UsA, 3 september 
1996–19 January 1997
Two by Two
met, new york, UsA,  
10 september–24 november 1996
1996
Gone With the Wind:  
Women, Race and Material 
Culture in the Nineteenth Century
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 1 August 1997– 
1 october 1998
What Daisy Wore:  
Gatsby Era Costumes from the 
Helen O. Borowitz Collection
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 1 August 1997– 
1 may 1998
Textured Reflections: Greek 
Regions and Their Costumes
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 1 september 1997– 
1 march 1998
Wordrobe
met, new york, UsA,  
9 september–23 november 1997
Fifty Years of Fashion:  
New Look to Now
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
7 october 1997–10 January 1998
Art/Fashion
Guggenheim museum soHo,
new york, UsA,  
12 march–8 June 1997
At Home at Tea Time:  
Tea Gowns for Distinction  
and Comfort 1870–1920
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 1 April–1 August 1997
The Four Seasons
met, new york, UsA,  
8 April–17 August 1997
Au Courant:  
Contemporary Canadian Fashion
rom, toronto, canada,  
19 April 1997–4 January 1998
Spirit of Siberia:  
Traditional Native Life,
Clothing and Footwear
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, may 1997–June 1998
In Royal Fashion: Clothes of 
Princess Charlotte of Wales  
and Queen Victoria 1796–1901
museum of london, london, 
england, 20 may– 
23 november 1997
Evolution and Revolution:  
Chinese Dress 1700 to Now
powerhouse museum, sydney, 
Australia, June 1997–July 1998
Maison Martin Margiela 
(9/4/1615)
museum boijmans van  
beuningen, rotterdam,  
the netherlands,  
11 June–17 August 1997
Wrapped in Splendour:  
The Art of the Paisley Shawl
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA,  
1 July 1997–1 August 1998
Lace for Fashion Award
powerhouse museum, sydney, 
Australia, 1997
New York Gets Married:  
Dressing for a Special Day
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 1997
Stepping Out:  
Three Centuries of Shoes
powerhouse museum, sydney, 
Australia, 1997
Gio Pomodoro:  
Ornamenti 1965–1996
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
28 January–26 April 1997
Inauguration du Musée de la 
Mode et du Textil (Opening of the 
Musée de la Mode et du Textil)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
28 January 1997
Rock n’ Sole: Basketball Shoes
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, february–november 1997
Forties Fashion and the New Look
Imperial War museum, london, 
england, 12 february– 
31 August 1997
Dance:  
Social Dance from 1750 to 1980
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, march 1997– 
february 1999
Den Lilla Svarta  
(The Little Black Dress)
röhsska museum of fashion,
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden,  
4 march–21 september 1997
The Cutting Edge:  
50 Years of British Fashion
v&A, london, england,  
6 march–27 July 1997
1997
TOP
One Woman’s Wardrobe: The Jill Ritblatt 
Collection at the V&A. victoria and Albert 
museum, london, england, 20 march-25 
october 1998. curated by Amy de la Haye. 
photograph © victoria and Albert  
museum, london.
ABOVE
Addressing the Century: 100 Years of Art and 
Fashion. Hayward Gallery, london, england, 
8 october 1998–11 January 1999. curated by 
peter Wollen and fiona bradley, designed by 
Zaha Hadid Architects.  
photograph marcus leith © courtesy Hayward 
Gallery, london.
Best Dressed: 250 Years of Style
philadelphia museum of Art, 
philadelphia, UsA,  
21 october 1997–4 January 1998
Mode På Högsta Nivå  
(Supreme Fashion)
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden,  
15 november 1997–1 march 1998
The Taming of the Shoe:  
From Attic to Exhibition
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, December 1997–
september 1998
Seeing + Hearing + Dressing
vintage palace A.n.G.e.l.o., 
ravenna, Italy,  
5 December 1997–3 march 1998
Gianni Versace
met, new york, UsA,  
11 December 1997–22 march 1998
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OPPOSITE
Issey Miyake: Making Things. fondation 
cartier pour l’Art contemporain, paris, 
france, 13 october 1998–28 february 1999. 
curated by Issey miyake, Hervé chandès 
and virginie bergeron, designed by  
Issey miyake, tokujin yoshioka and  
midori Kitamura. 
photograph yasuaki yoshinaga © Issey 
miyake, fondation cartier.
Cachemires Parisiens  
1810–1880, à l’Ecole de l’Asie 
(Influenced by Asia: Parisian 
Cashmere 1810–1880)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
9 october 1998–28 february 1999
Issey Miyake: Making Things
fondation cartier pour l’Art 
contemporain, paris, france  
13 october 1998–28 february 
1999; Ace Gallery, new york, UsA, 
13 november 1999–29 february 
2000; museum of contemporary 
Art, tokyo, Japan, 29 April– 
20 August 2000
Claire McCardell and  
the American Look
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
27 october 1998–9 January 1999
Satellites of Fashion:  
Hats, Bags, Shoes
the crafts council Gallery,  
london, england,  
november 1998–January 1999
A Dance of Light and Colour: 
Embroidered and Brocaded 
Garments of India
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 4 november 1998– 
19 september 1999
Cubism and Fashion
met, new york, UsA,  
10 December 1998–14 march 1999
Parure de Plumes
Judith clark costume, london, 
england, 17 December 1989– 
7 february 1999
Little Feats: A Celebration  
of Children’s Shoes
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, september 1998– 
June 1999
The Ceaseless Century:  
300 Years of Eighteenth  
Century Costume
met, new york, UsA,  
9 september–29 november 1998
For Erin: A Royal Remembrance
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 10 september 1998– 
5 september 1999
Kiss the Future! Walter van 
Beirendonk + W.&L.T.
museum boijmans van beuningen, 
rotterdam, the netherlands,  
11 september–15 november 1998
Cine–Moda (Fashion–Film)
florence biennale, florence, Italy, 
19 september–22 november 1998.
C41: Simon Thorogood Spring/
Summer 1999
Judith clark costume, london, 
england, 20 september– 
1 December 1989
Andrea Pfister: Wizard of Shoes
fIDm, los Angeles, UsA,  
21 september–10 December 1998
Addressing the Century:  
100 Years of Art and Fashion
the Hayward Gallery, london, 
england, 8 october 1998– 
11 January 1999; Kunstmuseum, 
Wolfsburg, Germany,  
26 february–23 may 1999
Details from a Private Collection: 
Baroness Fiona Thyssen–
Bornemizza’s 1950s Couture
Judith clark costume, london, 
england, 19 may–28 June 1998
The Warhol Look: 
Glamour, Fashion, Style
barbican Art Gallery, london, 
england, 28 may–16 August 1998
Toile: lichaams(re)presentaties / 
body(re)presentations
museum boijmans van beuningen, 
rotterdam, the netherlands,  
6 June–9 August 1998
Gianni Versace
fondazzione ratti, como, Italy,  
16 June–2 october 1998
Silhouettes of Style:  
Fashions from the Martha 
McCaskey Selhurst Collection
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 17 June 1998– 
4 June 2000
Footsteps of the Sacred Earth: 
Native Peoples of the Southwest
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, July 1998– 
september 1999
Le Plus de la Mode  
(The Best of Fashion)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
22 July–6 september 1998
Silhouette, Je Te Plumerai 
(Undressing the Silhouette)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
22 July–6 september 1998
Yeohlee: Energetics:  
Clothes and Enclosures
Aedes Gallery, berlin, Germany, 
may 1998; the netherlands 
Architecture Institute, rotterdam, 
the netherlands, August 1998
Catwalk Classics
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 1998
Dressing for Royalty
Kensington palace, london, 
england, 1998
Touches d’Exotisme,  
14e–20e Siècles (A Dash of 
Exoticism from the Fourteenth  
to the Twentieth Century)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
24 January 1998–1 march 1999
Toledo/Toledo:  
A Marriage of Art & Fashion
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
27 January–25 April 1998
Norman Norell
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
10 february–18 April 1998
Sole City: Shoes from the First  
to the Twenty–first Century
museum of london, london, 
england, 19 february– 
29 march 1998
Pampilion: Dai Rees Autumn/
Winter Couture 1998
Judith clark costume, london, 
england, 21 february– 
29 march 1998
One Woman’s Wardrobe: The Jill 
Ritblatt Collection at the V&A
v&A, london, england,  
20 march-25 october 1998
American Ingenuity
met, new york, UsA,  
2 April–16 August 1998
1998
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Paduka: Feet and Footwear  
in the Indian Tradition
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, september 1999– 
January 2001
The Age of Ingres
met, new york, UsA,  
9 september–21 november 1999
Unmistakably Mackie
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
24 september–31 December 1999
Ossie Clark
Warrington museum and Art 
Gallery, Warrington, england,  
1 october 1999–29 January 2000
Be–hind, Be–fore, Be–yond:  
Naomi Filmer
Judith clark costume, london, 
england, 26 october- 
13 november 1999
Souvenirs Moscovites 1860–1930 
(Moscow Memories 1860–1930)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
30 october 1999– 
13 february 2000
2000 Spangles: Dresses for  
the Party of the Millennium
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 20 november 1999– 
2 April 2000
Pre–Inca Feather Dress
500–1200AD
Judith clark costume, london, 
england, 24 november 1999– 
20 January 2000
Rock Style
met, new york, UsA,  
6 December 1999–19 march 2000
Audrey Hepburn:  
A Woman – the Style
powerhouse museum, sydney, 
Australia, 7 December 1999– 
26 march 2000
Mariage: Une Histoire Cousue 
de Fil Blanc (Marriage: A Story 
Stitched in White Thread)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
16 April–29 August 1999
Panache: Paige Palmer – A Salute 
to 50 Years of Fashion and Fitness
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 16 April 1999– 
5 march 2000
Garden
Judith clark costume, london, 
england, 25 April–5 June 1999
Steeled for Style:  
Hoop Skirts of the Civil War Era
philadelphia museum of Art, 
philadelphia, UsA,  
1 may 1999–14 may 2000
Garde-robes: Intimités Dévoilées, 
de Cléo de Mérode à . . .  
(Wardrobes: Intimacy Revealed, 
From Cléo de Mérode to . . . )
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
18 may–22 october 1999
Hussein Chalayan –  
Airmail Clothing 1999
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
18 may 1999–22 october 2000
Japanese by Design
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 19 may 1999– 
27 february 2000
Herbert and Beth Levine:  
An American Pair
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, June 1999– 
november 2000
Sperm of the Gods: Arkadius
Judith clark costume,
london, england,  
21 July–11 september 1999
Hussein Chalayan
Atlantis Gallery, london, england, 
27 July–10 August 1999
Power Dressing:  
The Fashion of Politics
museum of london, 
london, england,  
27 August–19 september 1999
Diana Princess of Wales:  
Fashion and Style
Kensington palace, london, 
england, 1999
Primitive Streak
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 1999
The New York Century: 
World Capital, Home Town
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 1999
Women of Style
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 1999
Shoes: A Lexicon of Style
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
26 January–17 April 1999
Japanese Footgear:  
Walking the Path of Invention
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, february 1999–June 2000
China Chic: East Meets West
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
16 february–24 April 1999
Cape Chic
Judith clark costume, london, 
england, 20 february– 
10 April 1999
Fashions and Fabrics  
in a Classical Mode
museum of fine Arts, boston, 
UsA, 24 march–25 July 1999
Our New Clothes:  
Acquisitions of the 1990s
met, new york, UsA,  
6 April–22 August 1999
Visions of the Body
KcI at the national museum  
of modern Art, Kyoto, Japan,  
6 April–6 June 1999; museum of 
contemporary Art, tokyo, Japan,  
7 August–23 november 1999
1999
OPPOSITE TOP
Giorgio Armani: A Retrospective. solomon  
r. Guggenheim museum, new york, UsA,  
20 october 2000–17 January 2001.  
curated by Germano celant and Harold  
Koda, designed by robert Wilson.  
photograph ellen labenski © the solomon  
r. Guggenheim foundation, new york.
OPPOSITE BOTTOM
Garde-robes, Intimités Dévoilées, de  
Cléo de Mérode à . . . les Arts Décoratifs,  
paris, france, 18 may–22 october 1999. 
curated by pamela Golbin, designed by  
radi Designers. 
photograph © les Arts Décoratifs /  
stéphane olivier.
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Design a Foot: Athletic Shoes
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, november 2000–
september 2001
Stolen Skins: Fur in Fashion
museum of london, london, 
england, 3 november 2000– 
21 January 2001
Viktor & Rolf Couture
Groninger museum, Groningen, 
the netherlands, 5 november 
2000–25 march 2001
Le Coton et la Mode:  
100 Ans d’Aventures, du Moyen 
Age à 1800 (Cotton and Fashion: 
An Enduring Affair, from the 
Middle Ages to 1800)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
8 november 2000–11 march 2001
Perry Ellis
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
8 november 2000– 
13 January 2001
Gianni Versace:  
The Retrospective 1982–1997
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
17 november 2000– 
4 february 2001
Kaleidoscopic Dreamcoats: 
Central Asian Ikat Robes
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 29 november 2000–
28 April 2002
Curios and Treasures
met, new york, UsA,  
14 August 2000–29 April 2001
Fashion Lives, Fashion Lives 
the Goldstein: A museum  
of Design, saint paul, UsA,  
20 August–8 october 2000
Bonnie Cashin. Practical Dreamer
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
19 september 2000– 
6 January 2001
Fascia: Garments and 
Construction Simon Thorogood 
Spring/Summer 2001
Judith clark costume, london, 
england, 22 september 
–28 october 2000
Centuries of Childhood
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 27 september 2000– 
30 september 2001
Rudi Gernreich:  
Fashion Will Go Out of Fashion
neue Galerie, Graz, Austria,  
8 october–26 november 2000; 
Institute of contemporary Art, 
pennsylvania, UsA,  
15 september–11 november 2001
Giorgio Armani: A Retrospective
solomon r. Guggenheim, new 
york, UsA, 20 october 2000– 
17 January 2001; Guggenheim 
bilbao, bilbao, spain, 24 
march–2 september 2001; neue 
nationalgalerie, berlin, Germany, 
8 may–13 July 2003; royal 
Academy, london, england,  
18 october 2003–15 february 
2004; national museum of  
roman Antiquities, rome, Italy,  
6 may–1 August 2004
Revolutionary Fashion:  
The Politics of Style
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 12 April– 
17 september 2000
Beaux–restes (Well Preserved)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
4 may–22 october 2000
The Englishness of English Dress
Judith clark costume, london, 
england, 4–30 may 2000
Garde–robes (Wardrobes)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
19 may–22 october 2000
On Canadian Ground: Stories  
of Footwear in Early Canada
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, July 2000–may 2003
Dutch Modernism: Jonge 
Nederlandse Modeontwerpers 
(Dutch Modernism: Young Dutch 
Fashion Designers)
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands, 9 July– 
15 october 2000
I–SKIN 1.0+2.0 Identités 
Virtuelles (I–SKIN 1.0+2.0 Virtual 
Identities)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
10 July–27 August 2000
Motif(s) Haute Couture
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
10 July–27 August 2000
Play Hussein Chalayan:  
Remote Control Dress  
Spring/Summer 2000
Judith clark costume,  
london, england,  
20 July–18 september 2000
Diana Princess of Wales: 
Catherine Walker,  
A Couturier’s View
Kensington palace, london, 
england, 2000
Material Man:  
Masculinity, Sexuality, Style
stazione leopolda, florence, Italy, 
14 January–30 January 2000
The Corset: Fashioning the Body
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
25 January–22 April 2000
Flora and Fashion:  
Gardens Become Us!
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 26 January 2000– 
28 January 2001
Wedding Dresses from  
the Collection
de young fine Arts museum of 
san francisco, san francisco, UsA, 
4 march–31 December 2000
Vivienne Westwood: The 
Collection of Romilly McAlpine
museum of london, london, 
england, 7 march–25 June 2000; 
liverpool museum, liverpool, 
england, 25 may– 
30 september 2000
Mutations//Mode 1960–2000
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
1 April–30 July 2000
Woman: Mother, Muse, Goddess
phoenix Art museum, phoenix, 
UsA, 8 April–17 september 2000
2000
RIGHT
Uniforme: Ordine e Disordine. satzione 
leopolda, florence, Italy, 11 January-18 february 
2001. curated by francesco bonami, maria 
luisa frisa and stefano tonchi, designed by 
studio camuffo and Gruppo A12. 
photograph © Alessandro ciampi.
BELOW
London Fashion. the museum at the fashion 
Institute of technology, new york, UsA,  
17 october 2001–12 January 2002. curated  
by valerie steele and fred Dennis, designed  
by eric stedding/shop studios.  
photograph © the museum at fIt.
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Scaasi: An American Icon
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 29 June 2001– 
17 may 2002
Lace for Fashion
powerhouse museum, sydney, 
Australia, 6 July–14 october 2001
Dress Rehearsal:  
Origins of the Costume Institute
met, new york, UsA,  
1 August–28 october 2001
Heights of Fashion:  
A History of the Elevated Foot
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, september 2001–
february 2003
London Fashion
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
17 october 2001–12 January 2002
The Hours of the  
Woman of Leisure
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 17 october 2001– 
17 november 2002
Radical Fashion
v&A, london, england,  
18 october 2001–6 January 2002
Yeohlee: Supermodern Style
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
23 october 2001–5 January 2002
Balenciaga Couture
fashion Design Gallery at  
phoenix Art museum (fDG),
phoenix, UsA, 10 november 
2001–5 may 2002
Extreme Beauty
met, new york, UsA,  
6 December 2001–3 march 2002
Jubilee: Dresses from the 
Collection of Her Majesty  
the Queen
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 12 December 2001– 
3 november 2002
Belgian Fashion: Antwerp Style
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
31 January–14 April 2001
Charles Kleibacker:  
Master of the Bias
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 14 march 2001– 
17 may 2002
Madeleine Vionnet:  
15 Dresses from the  
Collection of Martin Kammer
Judith clark costume, london, 
england, 15 march–26 April 2001
Made in Japan
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands,  
24 march–17 June 2001
Jacqueline Kennedy,  
The Whitehouse Years:  
Selections from the John F. 
Kennedy Library and Museum
met, new york, UsA, 1 may– 
29 July 2001; John f. Kennedy 
library and museum, boston, UsA, 
15 september 2001–28 february 
2002; les Arts Décoratifs, paris, 
france, 19 november 2002– 
16 march 2003
La Mode et l’Enfant  
1780–2000 (Children’s  
Fashions 1780–2000)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
16 may–18 november 2001
Pablo and Delia:  
The London Years 1970–1975
Judith clark costume, london, 
england, 24 may–21 July 2001
2Women/2Vrouwen
former royal palace, Antwerp, 
belgium, 26 may–7 october 2001
Emotions/Emoties
police tower, Antwerp, belgium,  
26 may–7 october 2001
Mutilate?/Vermink?
museum of contemporary Art, 
Antwerp, belgium,  
26 may–7 october 2001
Dressing for a 
New York City Childhood
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 2001
Fashion in the Fifties
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 2001
Mode som Konst (Fashion as Art)
nordiska museet, stockholm, 
sweden, 2001
Queen Victoria: Princess
Queen, Empress 
Kensington palace, london, 
england, 2001
Skor (Shoes)
nordiska museet, stockholm, 
sweden, 2001
Shoebox
the british council in pakistan, 
2001; lebanon 2001; Jerusalem, 
Israel, 2001; poznan, poland, 2002; 
Japan, 2002
Every Step a Lotus:  
Shoes in the Lives of Women  
in Late Imperial China
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, January 2001–June 2002
Uniforme: Ordine e Disordine 
(Uniform: Order and Disorder)
stazzione leopolda, florence, Italy, 
11 January–18 february 2001
Couturier Superstar
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france,  
25 January 2001–3 february 2002
Jouer la Lumière  
(Playing with Light)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
25 January 2001–3 february 2002
2001
Royal Children
Kensington palace, london, 
england, 2002
Madame Carven, Grand Couturier
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
25 January–19 may 2002
Men in Skirts
v&A, london, england,  
8 february–12 may 2002; 
bravehearts: men in skirts, met, 
new york, UsA, 3 november 
2003–8 february 2004
Red
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
14 february–20 April 2002
Adele Lutz: View: ReView
Judith clark costume, london, 
england, 23 february–6 April 2002
Sourcing the Muse
powerhouse museum, sydney, 
Australia, 12 April–21 July 2002
Adrian: American Glamour
met, new york, UsA, 14 may– 
18 August 2002
Clothes Make the Man
mccord museum of canadian 
History, montreal, canada,  
17 may 2002– 5 January 2003
Fabric of Fashion: Recente 
Engelse Mode (Fabric of Fashion: 
Recent English Fashion)
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands,  
25 may–25 August 2002
The Perfect Pair:  
Wedding Shoe Stories
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, June 2002–may 2004
The Artistry of Adrian: 
Hollywood’s Celebrated Designer
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 5 June– 
17 november 2002
The Art and Craft  
of Gianni Versace
v&A, london, england,  
17 october 2002–12 January 2003
Femme Fatale: Fashion and Visual 
Culture in Fin–de–Siècle Paris
mfIt, new york, UsA, 22 october 
2002–25 January 2003
Blithe Spirit: The Windsor Set
met, new york, UsA,  
1 november 2002– 
9 february 2003
Les Sixties: Mode d’Emploi  
(The Sixties: Instructions for Use)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france,  
19 november 2002–16 march 2003
Ambimorphus: Hussein Chalayan
modemuseum (momu), Antwerp, 
belgium, 21 september 2002– 
4 march 2003
Backstage: Selection 1
momu, Antwerp, belgium,  
21 september 2002–4 April 2003
Rapture:  
Art’s Seduction by Fashion
barbican Art Gallery, london, 
england, 10 october– 
23 December 2002
Scaasi: Exuberant Fashion –  
A Celebration of an  
American Couturier
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
15 october 2002–4 January 2003
Au Vestiaire: Une Histoire  
de Cintres (In the Cloakroom  
A History of Coat Hangers)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france,  
13 June–15 september 2002
Of Men and Their Elegance
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 3 July– 
17 november 2002
Zwarte Mode uit Eigen 
Verzameling (Black in Fashion 
from the Collection)
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands, 18 August 2002– 
28 April 2003
First New Zealand Fashion Week
te papa, Wellington, new Zealand, 
september 2002
LEFT
Backstage: Selection 1. modemuseum, 
Antwerp, belgium, 21 september 2002– 
4 April 2003. curated by Kaat Debo,  
designed by bob verhelst.  
photograph © Koen de Waal,  
courtesy modemuseum.
Elite Elegance:  
Couture in the Feminine Fifties
rom, toronto, canada,  
23 november 2002–may 2003
Couture
centraal museum,  
Utrecht, the netherlands,  
27 november 2002–28 April 2003
Twister: The Celebrated, 
Ingenious and Exotic in Fashion
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
28 november 2002– 
9 february 2003
Modern Times? Dress of the 1920s
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 11 December 2001– 
4 January 2004
2002
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Shocking! The Art and Fashion  
of Elsa Schiaparelli
philadelphia museum of Art, 
philadelphia, UsA, 28 september 
2003–4 January 2004; 
schiaparelli, les Arts Décoratifs, 
paris, france, 17 march– 
29 August 2004
Paths Across the Plains
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, october 2003– 
september 2005
Flaunt: Art/Fashion/Culture
Auckland Art Gallery, Auckland, 
new Zealand, 4 october 2003– 
8 february 2004
Viktor & Rolf par Viktor & Rolf: 
Première Décennie  
(Viktor & Rolf by Viktor & Rolf: 
The First Ten Years)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france,  
8 october 2003–25 January 2004
Mourning Glory:  
Fashion’s Untimely Demise
fIDm, los Angeles, UsA,  
10 october 2003– 
14 february 2004
XXIèmeCiel: Mode in Japan
musée des Arts Asiatiques,  
nice, france, 17 october 2003– 
1 march 2004
House Mix: Highlights from  
the International Fashion  
and Textiles Collection
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia, 4 December 
2003–29 August 2004
Zeven Mouwen en een Dikke Kont 
(Seven Sleeves and a Fat Behind)
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands, 6 December 
2003–22 June 2004
An Eye For Design: Eighteenth 
and Nineteenth Century Fashion
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 18 December 2003– 
5 December 2004
Marlène Dietrich: Création  
d’un Myth (Marlene Dietrich: 
The Making of a Myth)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
14 June–12 october 2003
Ossie Clark
v&A, london, england,  
15 July 2003–2 may 2004
Fashion on the Ohio Frontier 
1790–1840
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 26 July 2003– 
18 January 2004
Swish: Fashionable  
Melbourne of the 50s
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
9 August 2003–11 January 2004
Kiri’s Dresses:  
A Glimpse into a Diva’s Wardrobe
te papa, Wellington, new Zealand, 
6 september 2003–1 August 2004
GenovanversaeviceversA
momu, Antwerp, belgium,  
9 september 2003– 
28 march 2004
Cashmere
centraal museum, Utrecht, 
the netherlands, 18 september 
2003–12 January 2004
Seventh Avenue:  
Fashion Walk of Fame
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
23 september 2003– 
3 January 2004
Gothic–wear
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands,  
27 september–14 December 2003
2003
Posh: the Evolution of the 
Traditional British Brand
the british council in tallinn, 
estonia, April 2003; seoul, Korea, 
July 2003; moscow, russia, 
september 2003; Krasnoyarsk, 
siberia, october 2003
Patronen: Patterns
momu, Antwerp, belgium,  
24 April–10 August 2003
Trop: Bijoux Fantaisies, Collection 
Barbara Berger (Too Much: 
Costume Jewellery from the 
Collection of Barbara Berger)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
29 April–31 August 2003
Goddess: The Classical Mode
met, new york, UsA,  
1 may–3 August 2003
My Favourite Dress 
fashion and textile museum 
(ftm), london, england,  
8 may 2003–31 December 2003
Hats and Handbags: Accessories 
from the Royal Wardrobe
Kensington palace, london, 
england, 23 may 2003– 
18 April 2004
21st Century Dandy
british council at the moscow 
Arts centre, moscow, russia, June 
2003; Krasnoyarsk, russia, June 
2003; rome, Italy, January 2004; 
madrid, spain, march 2004; 
tokyo, Japan, october 2004
Ladies’ Choice: American 
Women’s Fashion 1950–1965
philadelphia museum of Art, 
philadelphia, UsA,  
6 June 2003–16 may 2004
A Century of Queens’  
Wedding Dresses
Kensington palace, london, 
england, 2003
Mah Jong Pret–a–Protester
nordiska museet, stockholm, 
sweden, 2003–2004
Roaring into the Twenties:  
The New New York Woman  
museum of the city of new york,  
new york, UsA, 2003
The Fourth Sex:  
Adolescent Extremes
stazione leopolda, florence, Italy, 
9 January–9 february 2003
Woman By
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands,  
31 January–18 may 2003
Manolo Blahnik: A Retrospective
Design museum, london, england, 
1 february–11 may 2003
Fashion, Italian Style
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
11 february–12 April 2003
Starstruck:  
A Celebrity Shoe Soiree
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, march 2003– 
August 2004
Top 2 Toe
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
8 march–27 July 2003
RIGHT
Fashion in Colours: VIKTOR&ROLF&KCI. 
Kyoto costume Institute at the national 
museum of modern Art, Kyoto, Japan,  
29 April–20 June 2004. curated by shinji 
Kohmoto, Akiko fukai, David elliott and  
viktor & rolf, designed by siebe tettero. 
photograph naoya Hatakeyama © the Kyoto 
costume Institute.
BELOW
Goddess. three silhouettes by John Galliano 
for christian Dior, courtesy christian Dior 
couture. modemuseum, Antwerp, belgium, 
8 may–22 August 2004. originally curated 
by Harold Koda for the costume Institute at 
the metropolitan museum of Art, new york, 
revised by Kaat Debo, momu, designed by  
bob verhelst.  
photograph © ronald stoops,  
courtesy modemuseum.
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Hunters & Collections:  
Wardrobes of the International 
Fashion and Textile Collection
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
22 october 2004–31 July 2005
The Couture Accessory
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
29 october–31 December 2004
The London Look:  
Fashion from Street to Catwalk
museum of london, london, 
england, 29 october 2004– 
11 may 2005
High Style and Hoop Skirts:  
1850s Fashion
museum of fine Arts, boston, 
UsA, 2 november 2004– 
13 march 2005
Carl van Gorcom: Utrechts 
Couturier 1945–2002
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands, 30 november 
2004–1 february 2005
Akira Isogawa: Printemps–Eté 
(Akira Isogawa: Spring–Summer)
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia, 3 December 
2004–28 march 2005
WILD: Fashion Untamed
met, new york, UsA,  
7 December 2004–13 march 2005
The Right Chemistry:  
Colors in Fashion 1704–1918
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 16 December 2004– 
19 february 2006
Fashination
moderna museet, stockholm, 
sweden, 25 september 2004– 
23 January 2005; national 
museum of photography, film  
and television, bradford, england,  
10 June–18 september 2005
NEO: Op de Grens van 
Schoonheid (NEO: On the  
Border of Beauty)
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands, 27 september 
2004–4 January 2005
Inside Out
the british council at ftm, 
london, october 2004; sao paolo, 
brazil, January 2006; chelsea 
Art museum, new york, UsA, 
february 2006
Form Follows Fashion
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
6 october–31 December 2004
Black British Style
v&A, london, england,  
7 october 2004–16 January 2005
Le Cas du Sac  
(The Case of the Bag)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france,  
7 october 2004–20 february 2005
Glamour: fashion+industrial 
design+architecture
san francisco museum of  
modern Art, san francisco, UsA,  
9 october 2004–17 January 2005
Sylvie Vartan: Revue de Mode 
(Sylvie Vartan: Fashion Revue)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
16 october 2004– 
27 february 2005
UNIK: Danish Fashion
Danish Design centre, 
copenhagen, Denmark,  
10 June–15 october 2004
Ptychoseis = Folds + Pleats: 
Drapery from Ancient Greece  
to Twenty–first Century Fashion
benaki museum, Athens, Greece, 
22 June–17 october 2004
Skin Tight:  
The Sensibility of the Flesh
museum of contemporary Art, 
chicago, UsA, 22 June– 
5 september 2004
Emilio Pucci
Galleria del costume di palazzo 
pitti, florence, Italy,  
23 June–30 september 2004
The Queen’s Working Wardrobe: 
Memories of Royal Occasions 
1945–1972
Kensington palace, london, 
england, 23 July 2004–July 2005
Beads, Buckles & Bows
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, August 2004–June 2006
Malign Muses:  
When Fashion Turns Back
momu, Antwerp, belgium,  
18 september 2004–30 January 
2005; spectres: When fashion 
turns back, v&A, london, england, 
24 february–8 may 2004
Punk
the Hospital, london, england,  
24 september 2004– 
23 January 2005
Shawls: The Elegant Drape
te papa, Wellington, new Zealand, 
24 september 2004– 
1 september 2005
Linda Allen for Ellen Tracy: 
Fashioning a Career
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 16 April 2004– 
30 January 2005
Dangerous Liaisons:  
Fashion and Furniture in the 
Eighteenth Century
met, new york, UsA,  
29 April–6 september 2004
Fashion in Colours: 
VIKTOR&ROLF&KCI
KcI at the national museum  
of modern Art, Kyoto, Japan,  
29 April–20 June 2004;  
mori Art museum, tokyo, Japan,  
24 August–5 December 2004; 
cooper–Hewitt, national Design 
museum, new york, UsA, 9 
December 2005–26 march 2006; 
modachrome, museo del traje, 
madrid, spain, 10 may– 
23 september 2007
Appeasing the Spirits
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, may 2004–march 2006
Goddess
momu, Antwerp, belgium,  
8 may–22 August 2004
Fashion at Belsay
belsay Hall, near morpeth, 
england, 29 may– 
30 september 2004
Zandra Rhodes: A Lifelong  
Love Affair with Textiles
ftm, london, england,  
1 June–31 December 2004
Jassen uit de Collectie  
(Jackets from the Collection)
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands, 8 June– 
12 september 2004
Gunilla Pontèn: 50 år som 
Modeskapare (Guniulla Pontèn: 
50 Years as a Fashion Designer)
nordiska museet, stockholm, 
sweden, 2004–2005
The 90s to Now:  
Fashion of the Year Retrospective
powerhouse museum, sydney, 
Australia, 2004
Sampling the 70s
ftm, london, england,  
1 January–1 June 2004
Excess: Moda e Underground 
Negli Anni ’80 (Excess: Fashion 
and the Underground in the 80s)
stazione leopolda, florence, Italy, 
8 January–8 february 2004
Fashioning the Modern Woman: 
The Art of the Couturière 
1919–1939
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
10 february–10 April 2004
Yves Saint Laurent: Dialogue 
avec l’Art (Yves Saint Laurent: 
Conversation with Art)
fondation pierre bergé –  
yves saint laurent, paris, france,  
10 march–31 october 2004
Vivienne Westwood
v&A, london, england, 1 April– 
11 July 2004; vivienne Westwood: 
34 years in fashion, national 
Gallery of Australia, canberra, 
Australia, 12 november 2004–
30 January 2005; vivienne 
Westwood: 36 years in fashion,  
de young fine Arts museum of 
san francisco, san francisco,  
UsA, 3 march–10 June 2007
Ouverture pour Inventaire  
(Open for Stock–taking)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
3 April–8 August 2004
2004
RIGHT
Ouverture Pour Inventaire. musée Galliera, 
paris, france, 3 April–8 August 2004.  
curated by sylvie lécallier, designed by 
marianne Klapisch and mitia claisse. 
photograph © K maucotel / paris-musées.
BELOW
Dangerous Liaisons: Fashion and Furniture 
in the Eighteenth Century. the metropolitan 
museum of Art, new york, UsA,  
29 April–6 september 2004. curated by 
Harold Koda and Andrew bolton, designed  
by patrick Kinmonth.  
photograph © the metropolitan museum  
of Art.
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ABOVE
Excess: Mode e Underground Negli Anni ’80. 
stazione leopolda, florence, Italy,  
8 January-8 february 2004. curated by  
maria luisa frisa and stefano tonchi,  
designed by Donatella caruso, luca  
emanueli and Gruppo A12. 
photograph © Alessandro ciampi.
OPPOSITE
Malign Muses: When Fashion Turns Back. 
modemuseum, Antwerp, belgium,  
18 september 2004–30 January 2005.  
curated and designed by Judith clark. 
photograph © ronald stoops,  
courtesy modemuseum.
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Icons of Elegance
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, september 2005–
september 2006
Spirals and Elipses: Clothing  
the Body Three Dimensionally
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 1 september 2005– 
1 october 2006
Dutch at the Edge of Design: 
Fashion & Textiles of  
The Netherlands
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
8 september–10 December 2005
Katharina Prospekt:  
The Russians by A. F. Vandevorst
momu, Antwerp, belgium,  
9 september 2005– 
5 february 2006
RARA AVIS: Selections from  
the Iris Barrel Apfel Collection
met, new york, UsA, 13 september 
2005–22 January 2006
MODE ur Röhsskas Garderob 
(Fashion from the Röhsska 
Wardrobe)
röhsska museum of fashion,
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden, 14 september 
2005–29 January 2006
The Cutting Edge:  
Fashion from Japan
powerhouse museum, sydney, 
Australia, 27 september 2005– 
29 January 2006
Do Redo: Konsten Att Slakta  
En Tröja (Do Redo: The Art  
of Slaughtering a Sweater)
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden,  
1 october–13 november 2005
Yves Saint Laurent:  
Smoking Forever
fondation pierre bergé –  
yves saint laurent, paris, france,  
5 october 2005–23 April 2006
Yves Saint Laurent
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA,  
3 march–16 october 2005
Chanel
met, new york, UsA,  
5 April–13 August 2005
Fashion’s Favourites:  
From Rococo to Romantic
philadelphia museum of Art, 
philadelphia, UsA,  
23 April 2005–18 June 2006
Modes en Miroir  
(Fashion in the Mirror)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
28 April–21 August 2005
Raiments For Receptions:  
A Japanese Bride’s Last Furisode
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 25 may 2005– 
12 march 2006
In Fashion:  
New Swedish Clothing Design
Dunkers Kulturhus, Helsingborg, 
sweden, 28 may 2005– 
12 february 2006
Visions of the Body 2005
KcI at seoul museum of Art, 
seoul, Korea, 15 June–31 July 2005
Viktor & Rolf: Niuewe Aanwisten 
(Viktor & Rolf: New Acquisitions)
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands,  
22 June–28 August 2005
Emilio Pucci
fDG, phoenix, UsA,  
2 July–6 november 2005
Everlasting:  
The Flower in Fashion and Textiles
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
26 August 2005–2 April 2006
Mössa Ac och På  
(Hats On and Off)
nordiska museet, stockholm, 
sweden, 2005
The Nureyev Style
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 2005
Yohji Yamamoto: 
Correspondances
Galleria D’Arte moderna di palazzo 
pitti, florence, Italy, 13 January– 
6 march 2005; yohji yamamoto: 
Juste Des vêtements, les Arts 
Décoratifs, paris, france,  
13 march–28 August 2005;  
yohji yamamoto: Dream shop, 
momu, Antwerp, belgium,  
7 march–13 August 2006
Style and Splendour:  
The Wardrobe of  
Queen Maude of Norway
v&A, london, england,  
2 february 2005–8 January 2006
Flair: From Salon to Boutique, 
Australian Fashion Labels 
Through the 60s
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
11 february–14 August 2005
Glamour, New York Style
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 14 february– 
4 July 2005
Glamour: Fashion, Film, Fantasy, 
Fabulous! Fashions of the 1940s
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
15 february–30 July 2005
Beyond Desire
momu, Antwerp, belgium,  
25 february–14 August 2005
Britain Loves Fashion
the british council at chongquin, 
china, 25 february 2005; 
shanghai, china, march 2005
2005
Beauty, Prestige and Power
de young fine Arts museum of 
san francisco, san francisco, UsA, 
15 october 2005–5 June 2006
Ten Views of Sweden
national museum, stockholm, 
sweden, 16 october 2005– 
26 february 2006
Fashion and Fancy Dress:  
The Messel Family Dress 
Collection 1865–2005
brighton museum, brighton, 
england, 22 october 2005– 
5 march 2006; Ulster museum, 
belfast, northern Ireland, 
14 April–29 August 2006; 
millennium Galleries, sheffield, 
england, 14 June– 
23 september 2007
L’Homme Paré (Man Adorned)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
30 october 2005–30 April 2006
Dress–Up: Adriana Bertini
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands, 6 november 
2005–23 January 2006
Chado Ralph Rucci
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 17 november 2005– 
23 April 2006
Fashion Futures
röhsska museum of fashion,
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden,  
19 november 2005– 
29 January 2006
Seventies Chic
centraal museum, Utrecht, 
the netherlands, 27 november 
2005–6 march 2006
Martin Grant: Paris
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
9 December 2005–7 may 2006
RIGHT
Yohji Yamamoto: Juste Des Vêtements.  
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france,  
13 march–28 August 2005. curated by  
olivier saillard, designed by masao nihei. 
photograph © les Arts Décoratifs / luc boegly.
BELOW
Fashion and Fancy Dress: The Messel Family 
Dress Collection 1865-2005. brighton 
museum and Art Gallery, brighton, england,  
22 october 2005–5 march 2006. curated 
by Amy de la Haye, lou taylor and eleanor 
thompson, designed by mike Jones and  
Alex Hawkey. 
photograph nicholas sinclair © royal pavilion 
and museums, brighton & Hove.
BOTTOM
Black Style Now: Hip Hop Fashion in New  
York City. museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 9 september 2006– 
19 february 2007. curated by phyllis magidson, 
michael Henry Adams and michael mccollom, 
designed by crystal mcKenzie. 
photograph © museum of the city of new york.
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Sleuthing at the Seams:  
A 1750s Blue and Silver Dress
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 6 october 2006– 
13 may 2007
It’s in the Bag: Purses from  
the Permanent Collection
museum of the city of  
new york, new york, UsA,  
7 october 2006–28 January 2007
After Dark:  
100 Years of Evening Dress
fDG, phoenix, UsA,  
11 november 2006–1 April 2008
She’s Like A Rainbow
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
11 november 2006–12 may 2007
Fashion Show:  
Paris Collections 2006
museum of fine Arts, boston, 
UsA, 12 november 2006– 
18 march 2007
Skin+Bones: Parallel Practices  
in Fashion and Architecture
museum of contemporary Art, 
los Angeles, UsA, 19 november 
2006–5 march 2007; the 
national Art centre, tokyo, Japan, 
6 June–13 August 2007; somerset 
House, london, england,  
18 march–12 June 2008
Genio y Figura: La Influencia de 
la Cultura Espanola en la Moda 
(Genius and Form: the Influence 
of Spanish Culture on Fashion)
museo de la traje, madrid, spain, 
30 november 2006–27 may 2007
Nan Kempner: American Chic
met, new york, UsA, December 
2006–march 2007; de young fine 
Arts museum of san francisco, 
san francisco, UsA,  
16 June–11 november 2007
Sneakers: Classics to Customs
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
16 December 2006–8 July 2007
Human Game: Winners and Losers
stazione leopolda, florence, Italy, 
21 June–21 July 2006
Balenciaga Paris
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france,  
6 July 2006–28 January 2007
The MoMu Collection: Selection 2
momu, Antwerp, belgium,  
8 september 2006–17 June 2007
Black Style Now:  
Hip Hop Fashion in New York City
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 9 september 
2006–19 february 2007
Love & War:  
The Weaponized Woman
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
9 september–16 December 2006
Breaking the Mode: 
Contemporary Fashion from  
the Permanent Collection
los Angeles county museum  
of Art, los Angeles, UsA,  
17 september 2006–7 January 
2007; fondazione palazzo strozzi, 
florence, Italy, 12 october 2007–
20 January 2008; Indianapolis 
museum of Art, Indiana, UsA,  
16 march–1 June 2008
Global Fashion / Local Tradition
centraal museum, Utrecht, 
the netherlands, 17 september 
2006–15 January 2007
Annie Bonza: Fashion Explosion
te papa, Wellington, new Zealand, 
22 september 2006– 
22 september 2007
Thomas Harrison, Milliner
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
29 september 2006– 
29 April 2007
Dior: New Look
chicago History museum, 
chicago, UsA, 30 september 
2006–27 may 2007
Yves Saint Laurent: Voyages 
Extraordinaires (Yves Saint 
Laurent: Extraordinary Journeys)
fondation pierre bergé –  
yves saint laurent, paris, france,  
4 october 2006–15 April 2007
Fit for a Princess:  
Grace Kelly’s Wedding Dress
philadelphia museum of Art, 
philadelphia, UsA,  
1 April–21 may 2006
French Connections:  
Memories of the Queen in Paris
Kensington palace, london, 
england, 1 April 2006– 
1 march 2007
Fashion in Hand:  
Judith Leiber Handbags
fDG, phoenix, UsA,  
22 April–27 August 2006
A Passion For Fashion:  
A Liverpool Lady’s Wardrobe
Walker Art Gallery, liverpool, 
england, 29 April–30 July 2006
AngloMania: Tradition and 
Transgression in British Fashion
met, new york, UsA,  
3 may–4 september 2006
Abstract Mode: GeoMETric 
Fashion and Textiles
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
4 may–12 november 2006
Oscar de la Renta:  
American Elegance
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 11 may 2006– 
2 september 2007
The Tailor’s Art
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
23 may–11 november 2006
The Charm of Rococo
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, June 2006–April 2008
Sixties Fashion
v&A, london, england, 6 June 
2006–25 february 2007
I Do: The Marriage of  
Art and Fashion
Indianapolis museum of Art, 
Indianapolis, UsA,  
11 June 2006–22 April 2007
Fashion and Bath
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 2006
John Bates Fashion Designer
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 2006
Pockets of History
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 2006
The Fabric of Cultures:  
Fashion Identity: Globalization
Godwin–ternbach museum,  
new york, UsA, 1 January–14 
february 2006; museum of craft 
and folk Art, san francisco, UsA,  
13 february–27 April 2008
Propaganda: The Fashion and 
Style of J. C. de Castelbajac
v&A, london, england,  
1 february–1 may 2006
Anna Piaggi: Fashion–ology
v&A, london, england,  
2 february–23 April 2006
Balenciaga and His Legacy:  
Haute Couture from the  
Texas Fashion Collection
meadows museum, Dallas, UsA,  
4 february-27 may 2006.
Noble Rot: An Alternative  
View of Fashion
como Historic House,  
melbourne, Australia,  
16 february–7 may 2006
Watched by Heaven Tied to Earth 
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, march 2006– 
october 2007
Showtime: Le Défilé de Mode 
(Showtime: Fashion on  
the Runway)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
3 march–30 July 2006
The Age of Nudity
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 9 march 2006– 
7 January 2007
2006
ABOVE
Human Game: Vincitori e Vinti. stazione 
leopolda, florence, Italy, 21 June-21 July 2006. 
curated by francesco bonami, maria luisa 
frisa and stefano tonchi, designed by HolA 
Jeffrey Inaba, Heather flood, Jeffrey Johnson, 
toshifumi nagura, studio pintor Wendy 
schecter and Alessandro Gori laboratorium. 
photograph © Alessandro ciampi.
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Charles James
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 31 may 2007– 
17 february 2008
ICON DRESSED  
by Annette Meyer
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden,  
2 June–12 August 2007
Dior: The King of Couture
Indianapolis museum of Art, 
Indianapolis, UsA, 10 June 
2007–13 January 2008
Trendrapport:  
2008 (Trend Report: 2008)
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden,  
20 June 2007–January 2008
Diana: Memories of a Princess
Kensington palace, london, 
england, 30 June 2007– 
3 march 2008
Beyond the Silhouette:  
Fashion and the Women  
of Historic Kingston
Agnes etherington centre, 
Kingston, canada,  
July 2007–April2008
Bernhard Willhelm:  
Het Totaal Rappel
momu, Antwerp, belgium,  
13 July 2007–10 february 2008
Sailor Chic 
national maritime museum,
london, england,  
25 July–2 December 2007
Hussein Chalayan:  
The Suspended Moment,  
Spring/Summer 2007
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands, 3 August– 
28 october 2007
New York Fashion Now
v&A, london, england,  
17 march–23 october 2007
Camouflage
Imperial War museum,  
london, england,  
18 march–23 september 2007
Jean Paul Gaultier /  
Régine Chopinot: Le Défilé  
(Jean Paul Gaultier / Régine 
Chopinot: The Fashion Show)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
22 march–23 september 2007
All Dressed Up:  
The Latest Additions
Indianapolis museum of Art, 
Indianapolis, UsA,  
31 march–30 December 2007
Gallierock par J. C. de Castelbajac
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
7 April–29 July 2007
Automotivated
fDG, phoenix, UsA,  
14 April–2 september 2007
Inner Secrets:  
Japanese Men’s Haori
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 20 April 2007– 
30 may 2008
Pucci: The Coloured Rooms
palazzo pucci, florence, Italy,  
may 2007
Paul Poiret: King of Fashion
met, new york, UsA,  
7 may–6 August 2007
Nan Kempner:  
An American in Paris
fondation pierre bergé –  
yves saint laurent, paris, france, 
16 may–29 July 2007
Luxury
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
19 may–10 november 2007
Katie Pye:  
Clothes for Modern Lovers
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
26 may 2007–13 January 2008
Diana: A Celebration
powerhouse museum, sydney, 
Australia, 2007–2008
Fashion from Fleece: 200 Years  
of Australian Wool in Fashion
powerhouse museum, sydney, 
Australia, 2007
Gloves
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 2007
Pick of the Bunch:  
A Celebration of Floral Frocks
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 2007
Chronicles of Elegance: Treasures 
from the Bata Shoe Museum
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, January 2007– 
november 2009
Ralph Rucci:  
The Art of Weightlessness
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
16 January–14 April 2007
6+ Antwerp Fashion
momu at De loketten, brussels, 
belgium, 25 January–23 June 2007
RRRIPP!!: Paper Fashion
benaki museum, Athens, Greece, 
1 march–15 April 2007; paper 
fashion, momu, Antwerp, belgium, 
6 march–16 August 2009
Marimekko: Historien om et 
Nordisk Brand (Marimekko:  
Story of a Nordic Brand)
Designmuseum Danmark, 
copenhagen, Denmark,  
2 march–28 may 2007
Elegant Distortions
de young fine Arts museum of 
san francisco, san francisco, UsA, 
3 march–10 June 2007
2007
Röhsska Modemuseum  
(Röhsska Fashion Museum)
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden,  
22 August–19 october 2007
Super–bodies:  
Heroic Fashion from the 1980s
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
22 August 2007–3 february 2008
Vionnet 2007
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 30 August 2007– 
27 January 2008
A Passion For Perfection:  
James Galanos, Gustave Tassell, 
Ralph Rucci
philadelphia museum of Art, 
philadelphia, UsA, 15 september 
2007–9 march 2008
Mary–Annette Hay:  
Queen of Wool
te papa, Wellington, new Zealand, 
21 september–22 December 2007
Graffiti Art and Fashion
fDG, phoenix, UsA, 22 september 
2007–24 february 2008
The Golden Age of Couture:  
Paris and London 1947–1957
v&A, london, england,  
22 september 2007–6 January 
2008; bendigo Art Gallery, 
bendigo, Australia, 7 December 
2008–22 march 2009
Mood Indigo
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 25 september 2007– 
31 August 2008
Walk This Way
museum of fine Arts, boston, 
UsA, 27 september 2007– 
23 march 2008
Yves Saint Laurent: Théatre, 
Cinéma, Music–hall, Ballet  
(Yves Saint Laurent: Theatre, 
Cinema, Music Hall, Ballet)
fondation pierre bergé –  
yves saint laurent, paris, france,  
4 october 2007–27 January 2008
Beauty, Identity, Pride
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, november 2007
Radical Elegance: Yohji Yamamoto 
in Australian Collections
Art Gallery of Western Australia, 
perth, Australia, 1 november 
2007–17 february 2008
Christian Lacroix:  
Histoires de Mode (Christian 
Lacroix: Fashion Tales)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france,  
8 november 2007–20 April 2008
Exoticism
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
27 november 2007–may 5 2008
Jeans
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden,  
December 2007
Flowers in the Dustbin:  
Society and Fashion in 
Czechoslovakia in the 70s
museum of Decorative Arts, 
prague, czech republic,  
7 December 2007– 
17 february 2008
Hanging from a Thread:  
Buttons at the Costume Gallery
Galleria del costume di palazzo 
pitti, florence, Italy, 11 December 
2007–15 June 2008
blog.mode: addressing fashion
met, new york, UsA,  
18 December 2007–13 April 2008
ABOVE
The Coloured Rooms. palazzo pucci, florence, 
Italy. may 2007. curated by maria luisa frisa, 
designed by Arabeschi di latte and Alessandro 
Gori laboratorium. 
photograph © Alessandro ciampi.
Stylized Sculpture
KcI at the Asian Art museum,  
san francisco, UsA,  
12 october 2007–6 January 2008
Chic Chicago:  
Couture Treasures from the 
Chicago History Museum
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
13 october 2007–5 January 2008
Matthew Williamson:  
10 Years in Fashion
Design museum, london, england, 
17 october 2007–31 January 2008
Les Années Folles 1919–1929  
(The Roaring Twenties  
1919–1929)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
20 october 2007– 
29 february 2008
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TOP
Gallierock by JC de Castelbajac. musée 
Galliera, paris, france, 7 April–29 July 2007. 
curated by sylvie lécallier and laurent cotta, 
designed by Jean-charles de castelbajac, 
marianne Klapisch, mitia claisse.  
photograph © c fouin / mairie de paris.
ABOVE
Bernhard Willhelm: Het Totaal Rappel. 
modemuseum, Antwerp, belgium, 13 July 
2007–10 february 2008. curated by Kaat Debo, 
Jutta Kraus and bernhard Willhelm, designed  
by tonK (taiyo onorato, nico Krebs).  
photograph © ronald stoops bernhard 
Willhelm collection, courtesy modemuseum.
OPPOSITE
Gothic: Dark Glamour. the museum at 
the fashion Institute of technology, new 
york, UsA, 5 september 2008–22 february 
2009. curated by valerie steele, art director 
simon costin, designed by charles b. froom. 
photograph © the museum at fIt.
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Hello! Fashion:  
Kansai Yamamoto 1971–1973
philadelphia museum of Art, 
philadelphia, UsA,  
24 may 2008–23 August 2009
Yves Saint Laurent Style
fondation pierre bergé – yves saint 
laurent at the montreal museum 
of Art, montreal, canada,  
29 may–28 september 2008; 
de young museum of Art, san 
francisco, UsA, 1 november 
2008–5 April 2009
Röhsska Modemuseum: 2
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden, 10 June- 
21 september 2008
The Last Debutantes:  
1958 Season of Change
Kensington palace, london, 
england, 11 June 2008– 
3 January 2010
Valentino: Thèmes et  
Variations (Valentino:  
Themes and Variations)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
17 June–21 september 2008
The House of Viktor & Rolf
barbican Art Gallery, london, 
england, 18 June–21 september 
2008; centraal museum, Utrecht, 
the netherlands, 25 november 
2008–8 february 2009
Little Black Dress
ftm, london, england,  
20 June–25 August 2008
Rudi Gernreich: Bold
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 23 July 2008– 
31 march 2009
De Ideale Man (The Ideal Man)
Gemeentemuseum, Den Hague, 
the netherlands,  
26 July–26 october 2008
Moi, Veronique. Branquinho 
TouTe NUe
momu, Antwerp, belgium,  
12 march–17 August 2008
Yves Saint Laurent: Un Passion 
Marocaine – Caftans, Broderies, 
Bijoux (Yves Saint Laurent:  
A Moroccan Obsession –  
Kaftans, Embroideries, Jewellery)
fondation pierre bergé –  
yves saint laurent, paris, france, 
14 march–31 August 2008
Chado Ralph Rucci
fDG, phoenix, UsA, 21 march– 
17 August 2008
On Pointe:  
The Rise of the Ballet Shoe
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, April 2008– 
february 2009
Simply Halston
Indianapolis museum of Art, 
Indianapolis, UsA, 12 April 
2008–4 January 2009
Fashioning Kimono:  
Art Deco and Modernism in Japan
philadelphia museum of Art, 
philadelphia, UsA, 26 April– 
20 July 2008
Superheroes: Fashion and Fantasy
met, new york, UsA, 5 may– 
1 september 2008
Fashion in the Age of Queen 
Victoria: The Darnell Collection
bendigo Art Gallery, bendigo, 
Australia, 17 may–20 July 2008
Aesthetes, Bohemians  
and Craftsmen:  
Artistic Dress 1880s–1920s
fIDm, los Angeles, UsA,  
20 may–2 July 2008
Arbiters of Style: Women  
at the Forefront of Fashion
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
21 may–8 november 2008
Icon Dressed: A Fashion 
Installation by Anette Mayer
nordiska museet, stockholm, 
sweden, 2008–2009
Simonetta:  
First Lady of Italian Fashion
Galleria del costume di palazzo 
pitti, florence, Italy,  
9 January–17 february 2008
Belle Epoque Brides
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 24 January 2008– 
4 January 2009
Madame Grès: Sphinx of Fashion
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
1 february–19 April 2008
Black in Fashion:  
Mourning to Night
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
8 february–31 August 2008
Refusing Fashion: Rei Kawakubo
museum of contemporary Art, 
Detroit, UsA, 10 february– 
14 April 2008
James Galanos: American Luxury
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 14 february 2008– 
1 march 2009
Reveal or Conceal?
mccord museum of canadian 
History, montreal, canada,  
21 february 2008–18 January 2009
In Bloom: Patterned Silk  
Design Innovations in  
Eighteenth Century France
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 6 march 2008– 
8 february 2009
2008
William Travilla: 
The Lost Collection
fashion museum, bath, england, 
28 July–22 september 2008
Fashion v Sport
v&A, london, england,  
5 september 2008– 
4 January 2009
Gothic: Dark Glamour
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
5 september 2008– 
22 february 2009
One For All and All For One:  
The Jumpsuit
fDG, phoenix, UsA, 6 september 
2008–1 february 2009
Japanese Obi in the Kent State 
University Museum Collection
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 11 september 2008– 
1 march 2009
Maison Martin Margiela  
‘20’ The Exhibition
momu, Antwerp, belgium,  
12 september 2008–8 february 
2009; somerset House, london, 
england, 10 June– 
5 september 2009
The Art of the Embroiderer
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 25 september 2008– 
31 December 2009
Colours: Moments in Fashion
te papa, Wellington, new Zealand, 
26 september 2008– 
13 september 2009
Remaking Fashion
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
26 september 2008– 
3 february 2009
Paris/New York: Design
Fashion, Culture 1925–1940
museum of the city of new 
york, new york, UsA, 3 october 
2008–22 february 2009
Bill Gibb: A Personal Journey
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 17 october 2008– 
march 2010
Billy: Bill Gibb’s Moment in Time
ftm, london, england, 24 october 
2008–18 January 2009
Steinunn Sigurðardóttir:  
Torsten och Wanja Söderbergs 
Pris år 2008 (The Torsten and 
Wanja Söderberg Prize 2008)
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden, 5 november 
2008–22 february 2009
Sonia Rykiel <<Exhibition>>
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
20 november 2008–19 April 2009
Selma Lagerlöf 150 Ar  
(Selma Lagerlof 150 years)
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden,  
22 november 2008– 
19 february 2009
Sous l’Empire des Crinolines  
(Under the Rule of the Crinoline)
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
29 november 2008– 
26 April 2009
Seduction
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
9 December 2008–16 June 2009
Magnificence of the Tsars
v&A, london, england,  
10 December 2008– 
29 march 2009
TOP AND ABOVE
The House of Viktor & Rolf.  
barbican Art Gallery, london, england,  
18 June–21 september 2008. curated by  
Jane Alison, designed by siebe tettero. 
photograph lyndon Douglas © barbican  
Art Gallery.
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Hats: An Anthology  
by Stephen Jones
v&A, london, england,  
24 february–31 may 2009; 
Queensland Art Gallery, brisbane, 
Australia, 27 march–27 June 2010
Les Marins Font la Mode  
(Sailors Inspire Fashion)
musée national de la marine, 
paris, france, 24 february– 
26 July 2009
Michael Kors:  
Designs from the Wendy 
Zucherwise Ritter Collection
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 26 february– 
8 november 2009
Bound for Glory: Cutting Edge 
Winter Sports Footwear
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, march 2009–march 2010
Shaping Elegance:  
Robert Fritzlaff Collection
como Historic House, melbourne, 
Australia, 12 march– 
14 June 2009
Le Costume Populaire Russe 
(Russian Folk Costume)
fondation pierre bergé –  
yves saint laurent, paris, france,  
18 march–23 August 2009
Maud Fredin Fredholm
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden, 31 march– 
29 september 2009
Contemporary Japanese Fashion: 
The Gene Sherman Collection
powerhouse museum, sydney, 
Australia, 2009–2010
Dress of the Year
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 2009
Fair Fashion
nordiska museet, stockholm, 
sweden, 2009
Klänning av Papper (Paper Dress)
nordiska museet, stockholm, 
sweden, 2009
Hussein Chalayan:  
From Fashion and Back
Design museum, london, england, 
22 January–17 may 2009
Swedish Fashion:  
Exploring a New Identity
ftm, london, england,  
6 february–17 may 2009
Valentina: American Couture  
and the Cult of Celebrity
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 14 february– 
17 may 2009
Medievalism: Fashion’s Romance 
with the Middle Ages
fDG, phoenix, UsA,  
21 february–5 July 2009
Anne Damgard
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden, 23 february– 
2 June 2009
2009
Fashion in Bloom
Indianapolis museum of Art, 
Indianapolis, UsA,  
4 April 2009–31 January 2010
Luxury in Fashion Reconsidered
KcI at the national museum of 
Art, Kyoto, Japan, 11 April–24 may 
2009; museum of contemporary 
Art, tokyo, Japan, 31 october 
2009–17 January 2010
Shopping in Paris:  
French Fashion 1850–1925
philadelphia museum of Art, 
philadelphia, UsA,  
11 April–1 november 2009
Model as Muse:  
Embodying Fashion
met, new york, UsA,  
6 may–9 August 2009
Vuokko – Finlands Modedrottning 
(Vuokko – the Fashion Queen  
of Finland)
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden, 2 June 
2009–31 January 2010
Undercover:  
The Evolution of Underwear
ftm, london, england,  
12 June–27 september 2009
Isabel Toledo: Fashion  
From the Inside Out
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
17 June–26 september 2009
Madeleine Vionnet:  
Puriste de la Mode (Madeleine 
Vionnet: Fashion Purist)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
24 June 2009–31 January 2010
Fashion & Politics
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
7 July–7 november 2010
Esquire’s Singular Suit
somerset House, london, england, 
31 July–31 August 2009
Easton Pearson
Gallery of modern Art, 
Queensland, brisbane, Australia, 
22 August–8 november 2009
Coco Chanel Förändrade  
Världen (Coco Chanel  
Changed the World)
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden, 25 August 
2009–9 february 2010
Inspiring Fashion:  
Gifts from Designers  
Honouring Tom Marotta
philadelphia museum of Art, 
philadelphia, UsA, 12 september 
2009–6 september 2010
Delvaux:  
180 Years of Belgian Luxury
momu, Antwerp, belgium,  
17 september 2009– 
21 february 2010
SHOWstudio: Fashion Revolution
somerset House, london, england, 
17 september–23 December 2009
The Art of Fashion:  
Installing Allusions
museum boijmans van beuningen, 
rotterdam, the netherlands, 
19 september 2009– 
30 January 2010
BELOW
The House of Viktor & Rolf. barbican  
Art Gallery, london, england, 18 June– 
21 september 2008. curated by Jane Alison, 
designed by siebe tettero.  
photograph lyndon Douglas © barbican  
Art Gallery.
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LEFT
Hussein Chalayan: From Fashion and  
Back – Panoramic (Autumn/Winter 1998).  
Design museum, london, england,  
22 January–17 may 2009. curated by  
Donna loveday and mark Wilson, designed  
by block Architecture.  
photograph luke Hayes © Hussein chalayan, 
Design museum.
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OPPOSITE
Hussein Chalayan: From Fashion and  
Back – Kinship Journeys (October 2003).  
Design museum, london, england,  
22 January–17 may 2009. curated  
by Donna loveday and mark Wilson,  
designed by block Architecture.  
photograph luke Hayes © Hussein chalayan, 
Design museum.
ABOVE
Hussein Chalayan: From Fashion and Back – 
Manifest Destiny (Spring/Summer 2003). 
Design museum, london, england,  
22 January–17 may 2009. curated by  
Donna loveday and mark Wilson, designed  
by block Architecture.  
photograph luke Hayes © Hussein chalayan, 
Design museum.
RIGHT
Land Girls: Cinderellas of the Soil. brighton 
museum and Art Gallery, brighton, england, 
3 october 2009–14 march 2010. curated by 
Amy de la Haye, designed by Alex Hawkey. 
photograph James pike © royal pavilion and 
museums, brighton & Hove.
Together Alone: Australian  
and New Zealand Fashion
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
30 september 2009–18 April 2010
Land Girls: Cinderellas of the Soil
brighton museum and Art Gallery, 
brighton, england, 3 october 
2009–14 march 2010
High Style: Betsy Bloomingdale 
and the Haute Couture
fIDm, los Angeles, UsA,  
21 october–13 December 2009
Foale & Tuffin: Made in England
ftm, london, england, 23 october 
2009–24 february 2010
On a Pedestal: From Renaissance 
Chopines to Baroque High Heels
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, november 2009–
september 2010
American Beauty: Aesthetics  
and Innovation in Fashion
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
6 november 2009–10 April 2010
Geoffrey Beene: Trapeze
fDG, phoenix, UsA,  
7 november 2009–7 march 2010
I Never Leave the House  
Without a Hat: The Savanna 
Vaughn Clark Collection
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 19 november 2009– 
31 october 2010
Drape: Classical Mode to 
Contemporary Dress
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
2 December 2009–27 June 2010
Night & Day
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
3 December 2009–11 may 2010
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LEFT
Madeleine Vionnet: Puriste de la Mode.  
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france,  
24 June 2009–31 January 2010.  
curated by pamela Golbin, designed by  
Andrée putman.  
photograph © les Arts Décoratifs / luc boegly.
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TOP AND ABOVE
Madeleine Vionnet: Puriste de la Mode. 
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france,  
24 June 2009–31 January 2010. curated by 
pamela Golbin, designed by Andrée putman. 
photograph © les Arts Décoratifs / luc boegly.
Black: Masters of Black  
in Fashion & Costume
momu, Antwerp, belgium,  
25 march–8 August 2010
The Enchanted Palace
Kensington palace, london, 
england, 26 march 2010– 
January 2012
Roaring Twenties: Heels, 
Hemlines and High Spirits
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, April 2010–october 2012
Histoire Idéale de la Mode 
Contemporaine Volume 1: 
70–80 (An Ideal History of 
Contemporary Fashion Volume 1: 
70s–80s)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france,  
1 April–10 october 2010
Body Unbound: Contemporary 
Couture from Indianapolis 
Museum of Art’s Collection
Indianapolis museum of Art, 
Indianapolis, UsA,  
10 April 2010–30 June 2011
Made in India: Indian  
Textiles, Global Markets
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 21 April 2010– 
20 march 2012
A Concise Dictionary of Dress
v&A, london, england,  
28 April–27 June 2010
Stavropoulos
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 22 January– 
5 september 2010
The Last Maharajas
fondation pierre bergé –  
yves saint laurent, paris, france,  
10 february–9 may 2010
Stof tot Nadenken – Alexander 
van Slobe (Fashion for Thought – 
Alexander van Slobe)
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands, 13 february– 
16 may 2010
Socks: Between You and Your Feet
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, march 2010
Kent State University Museum: 
Celebrating 25 Years
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 11 march 2010– 
13 february 2011
Yves Saint Laurent: Retrospective
fondation pierre bergé – yves saint 
laurent at the petit palais, paris, 
france, 11 march–29 August 2010; 
mApfre fondation, madrid, spain, 
5 october 2011–8 January 2012; 
Denver Art museum, Denver, UsA, 
25 march–8 July 2012
Grace Kelly: Style Icon
v&A, london, england,  
17 march–26 september 2010; 
toured by the british council to 
style.uz, tashkent, Uzbekistan, 
october 2010; bendigo Art Gallery, 
bendigo, Australia, 11 march– 
17 June 2012
Dandyn (Dandy)
nordiska museet, stockholm, 
sweden, 2010–2011
Fashion Museum Top Trends
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 2010
Frock Stars:  
Inside Australian Fashion Week
powerhouse museum, sydney, 
Australia, 2010
Helmut Lang
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 2010
Marie Claire:  
15 Years of Australian Fashion
powerhouse museum, sydney, 
Australia, 2010
Modemakt: 330 Ar av  
Kläder (The Power of Fashion: 
300 Years of Clothing)
nordiska museet, stockholm, 
sweden, 2010
The 80s are Back
powerhouse museum, sydney, 
Australia, 2010
30 Years of Pineapple  
by Debbie Moore
ftm, london, england,  
18 January–24 february 2010
2010
American Woman:  
Fashioning a National Identity
met, new york, UsA,  
5 may–15 August 2010
Eco Fashion: Going Green
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
26 may–26 november 2010
Australian Made:  
100 Years of Fashion
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
28 may 2010–23 January 2011
Yves Saint Laurent:  
Archive of Creation 1962–2002
fondation pierre bergé – yves saint 
laurent at Imec, saint Germaine  
la blanche Herbe, france, 
8 June–31 october 2010
Walk on the Wild Side: Margit 
Brandt Modedesign 1965–1980
Designmuseum Danmark, 
copenhagen, Denmark, 
 11 June–19 september 2010
Basso and Brooke
Design museum, london, england, 
16 June–8 september 2010
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Notorious & Notable: Twentieth 
Century Women of Style
museum of the city of new york, 
new york, UsA, 14 september 
2010–2 January 2012
Enriching Fashion:  
An Eye for Detail
te papa, Wellington, new Zealand, 
17 september 2010–17 June 2011
Japan Fashion Now
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
17 september 2010– 
8 January 2011
Scaasi: American Couturier
museum of fine Arts, boston, 
UsA, 25 september 2010– 
19 June 2011
Shoes in Art – Art in Shoes
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, october 2010–April 2012
Tailoring Philadelphia: Tradition 
and Innovation in Menswear
philadelphia museum of Art, 
philadelphia, UsA, 2 october 
2010–16 october 2011
Matthew Williamson
somerset House, london, england, 
13 october 2010–30 January 2011
Future Beauty:  
30 Years of Japanese Fashion
KcI at the barbican Art Gallery, 
london, england, 15 october 
2010–6 february 2011; Haus  
der Kunst, munich, Germany,  
4 march–19 June 2011; museum  
of contemporary Art, tokyo, Japan, 
28 July–4 september 2012
Kronprinsessa, Drottning, 
Kronbrud och Bröllop 2010 
(Crown Princess, Queen, Bridal 
Crown and Wedding 2010)
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden,  
16 June–12 september 2010
Horrockses Fashions: Off the  
Peg Style in the 40s and 50s
ftm, london, england,  
9 July–28 october 2010
The Diana Dresses
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 17 July 2010– 
9 January 2011
Lace in Fashion
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
23 July 2010–23 January 2011
Valentino: Past, Present, Future
les Arts Décoratifs at the 
Queensland Gallery of modern 
Art, brisbane, Australia, 7 August– 
14 november 2010; singapore,  
22 December 2010–14 April 2011
Katja of Sweden and Marimekko
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden, 23 August– 
8 november 2010
Stephen Jones &  
The Accent of Fashion
momu, Antwerp, belgium,  
8 september 2010– 
13 february 2011
OPPOSITE
The Enchanted Palace – The Room of the 
Dancing Princesses. Historic royal palaces, 
Kensington palace, london, england,  
26 march 2010–January 2012. curated by 
Joanna marschner, designed by WildWorks 
(featured room by artist sue Hill).  
photograph © steve tanner.
H+F Fashion on the Edge:  
Mode als Vertrekpunt
museum boijmans van beuningen, 
rotterdam, the netherlands,  
16 october 2010–30 January 2011
Re–Designing History: The FIDM 
Museum Study Collections
fIDm, los Angeles, UsA,  
20 october–17 December 2010
Bohusstickning (Bohus Knitting), 
röhsska museum of fashion,
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, 6 november– 
6 December 2010
Katharine Hepburn:  
Dressed for Stage and Screen
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 19 november 2010– 
4 september 2011
New and Noteworthy: Recent 
Acquisitions to the Collection
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 19 november 2010– 
9 october 2011
The Design of Timney–Fowler
ftm, london, england,  
19 november 2010–25 April 2011
Les Années 1990–2000. Histoire 
Idéale de la Mode Contemporaine 
Volume II (1900-2000: An Ideal 
History of Contemporary  
Fashion Volume II)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 
25 november 2010–8 may 2011
Yves Saint Laurent and Morocco
fondation pierre bergé – yves saint 
laurent at the Jardin majorelle, 
marrakech, morocco,  
27 november 2010–18 march 2011
His & Hers
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
30 november 2010–10 may 2011
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LEFT
A Concise Dictionary of Dress. victoria  
and Albert museum at blythe House,  
london, england, 28 April–27 June 2010. 
curated and designed by Judith clark.  
photograph © victoria and Albert  
museum, london.
BELOW
American Woman: Fashioning a National 
Identity. the metropolitan museum of Art, 
new york, UsA, 5 may–15 August 2010. 
curated by Andrew bolton, designed by  
nathan crowley.  
photograph © the metropolitan  
museum of Art.
OPPOSITE
Stephen Jones & The Accent of Fashion. 
modemuseum, Antwerp, belgium,  
8 september 2010–13 february 2011.  
curated by Geert bruloot and Kaat Debo, 
designed by Geert bruloot.  
photograph © frederik vercruysse,  
courtesy modemuseum.
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LEFT
Japan Fashion Now, the museum at the 
fashion Institute of technology, new york, 
UsA, 17 september 2010-8 January 2011. 
curated by valerie steele, designed by  
charles b froom.  
photograph © the museum at fIt.
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BELOW AND OPPOSITE
Japan Fashion Now, the museum at the 
fashion Institute of technology, new york, 
UsA, 17 september 2010-8 January 2011. 
curated by valerie steele, designed by  
charles b froom.  
photograph © the museum at fIt.
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LEFT
Alexander McQueen: Savage Beauty.  
the metropolitan museum of Art,  
new york, UsA, 4 may–7 August 2011.  
curated by Andrew bolton, designed  
by samantha Gainsbury and Joseph bennett.  
photograph © the metropolitan museum  
of Art.
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Daphne Guinness
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
16 september 2011–7 January 2012
Giorgio di Sant’Angelo
fDG, phoenix, UsA, 17 september 
2011–12 february 2012
Covers på Cocktail  
(Covers on Cocktail)
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden, 
27 september–16 october 2011
On the Home Front: Civil War 
Fashions and Domestic Life
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 30 september 2011– 
26 August 2012
Henrik Vibskov: Torsten och 
Wanja Söderbergs Pris år 2011 
(Henrik Vibskov: The Torsten  
& Wanja Söderberg Prize, 2011)
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden, 5 november 
2011–26 february 2012
The White Wedding Dress:  
200 Years of Wedding Fashion
bendigo Art Gallery, bendigo, 
Australia, 1 August– 
6 november 2011
Peter Jensen’s Muses
Designmuseum Danmark, 
copenhagen, Denmark,  
5 August–30 october 2011
Fabulous! Ten Years of FIDM 
Museum Acquisitions
fIDm, los Angeles, UsA,  
13 september–17 December 2011
Walter Van Beirendonk:  
Dream the World Awake
momu, Antwerp, belgium,  
14 september 2011– 
19 february 2012
Yves Saint Laurent:  
Designer in Focus
platt Hall, manchester, england,  
14 september–31 December 2011
Cocktail: Mode ur Museets 
Samlingar (Cocktail: Fashions 
from the Museum Collection)
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden, 14 June 
2011–22 January 2012
The Fashion World of Jean Paul 
Gaultier: From the Sidewalk  
to the Catwalk
the montreal museum of  
fine Arts, montreal, canada, 
17 June–2 october 2011; Dallas 
museum of Art, Dallas, UsA, 13 
november 2011–12 february 2012; 
de young museum, san francisco, 
UsA, 24 march–19 August 2012; 
fundacion mApfre, madrid, 
spain, 26 september–18 november 
2012; Kunsthal rotterdam, 
rotterdam, the netherlands, 9 
february–12 may 2013
New Zealand in Vogue
te papa, Wellington, new Zealand, 
24 June 2011–16 september 2012
Fashion Timeline
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 29 June 2011
Het Nieuwe Ambacht –  
Iris van Herpen (The New 
Craftsmanship – Iris van Herpen)
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands,  
29 June–9 october 2011
Hussein Chalayan: Récits  
de Mode (Hussein Chalayan: 
Fashion Narratives)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france,  
5 July–11 December 2011
Le 18e au Goût du Jour  
(The Eighteenth Century  
Back in Fashion)
musée Galliera at the Grand 
trianon, Domaine national du 
château de versailles, france,  
8 July–9 october 2011
Sustainable Fashion:  
Exploring the Paradox
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 8 April 2011– 
18 march 2012
Material World
Indianapolis museum of Art, 
Indianapolis, UsA,  
22 April 2011–5 february 2012
Reconstruction:  
Cultural Heritage and the Making 
of Contemporary Fashion
the british council at the 
central state museum, Almaty, 
Kazakhstan, may 2011; style.uz, 
tashkent, Uzbekistan, october 
2011; national museum of 
bangladesh, Dhaka, bangladesh, 
January–february 2012; Indus 
valley school of Art and 
Architecture, Karachi, pakistan, 
march 2012; lahore museum, 
lahore, pakistan, march 2012; 
Artplay, moscow, russia, April–
may 2012; national museum  
of Georgia, tblisi, Georgia,  
April–may 2012
Alexander McQueen:  
Savage Beauty
met, new york, UsA,  
4 may–7 August 2011
Joyce Ridings: A Retrospective
platt Hall, manchester, england,  
11 may–3 september 2011
Tommy Nutter: Rebel on the Row
ftm, london, england,  
20 may–22 october 2011
The Sporting Life
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
25 may–5 november 2011
ManStyle
national Gallery of victoria,
melbourne, Australia,  
11 march–30 october 2011
Théâtre de la Mode
fDG, phoenix, UsA,  
12 march–31 July 2011
Yohji Yamamoto
v&A, london, england,  
12 march–10 June 2011
Balenciaga and Spain
de young fine Arts museum of 
san francisco, san francisco, UsA, 
16 march–4 July 2011
Roberto Capucci: Art Into Fashion
philadelphia museum of Art, 
philadelphia, UsA,  
16 march–5 June 2011
Unravel: Knitwear in Fashion
momu, Antwerp, belgium,  
16 march–14 August 2011
Madame Grès: La Couture 
 à l’Oeuvre (Madame Grès: 
Couture at Work)
musée Galliera at the musée 
bourdelle, paris, france,  
25 march–24 July 2011; madame 
Grès: sculptural fashion, momu, 
Antwerp, belgium, 12 september 
2012–10 february 2013
Dianora Marandino:  
Fantasies in Colour
Galleria del costume di  
palazzo pitti, florence, Italy,  
26 march–15 may 2011
Mannequin: Fashion Modelling  
in the 1950s and 1960s
como Historic House, melbourne, 
Australia, 1 April–14 June 2011
Behind the Scenes at  
the Fashion Museum
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 2011
Guldknappen 1981–2011
nordiska museet, stockholm, 
sweden, 2011–2012
Män I Baddräkt  
(Men in Bathing Suits)
nordiska museet, stockholm, 
sweden, 2011
What Will She Wear?  
The Enduring Romance  
of the Wedding Dress
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 2011
The Peacock Male: Exuberance 
and Extremes in Masculine Dress
philadelphia museum of Art,
philadelphia, UsA,  
22 January–18 september 2011
Fashion Independent:  
The Original Style of  
Ann Bonfrey Taylor
fDG, phoenix, UsA,  
27 february–22 may 2011
Rodarte: States of Matter
museum of contemporary Art 
pacific Design centre, los Angeles, 
UsA, 4 march–5 June 2011
Saint Laurent Rive Gauche:  
La Révolution de la Mode  
(Saint Laurent Rive Gauche: 
Fashion Revolution)
fondation pierre bergé –  
yves saint laurent, paris, france,  
5 march 17 July–2011
Fashion Fringe at the  
Design Museum
Design museum, london, england, 
9 march–15 may 2011
2011
A Day at the Beach
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 18 november 2011– 
28 october 2012
Catwalk to Cover:  
A Front Row Seat
ftm, london, england,  
18 november 2011– 
25 february 2012
Fashion A–Z Part 1
mfIt, new york, UsA, 29 
november 2011–8 may 2012
Unveiled:  
200 Years of Wedding Fashion
te papa, Wellington, new Zealand, 
17 December 2011–22 April 2012
ABOVE
Madame Grès: La Couture à l’Oeuvre. musée 
Galliera at the musée bourdelle, paris, france, 
25 march–24 July 2011. curated by olivier 
saillard, laurent cotta and sylvie lécallier, 
designed by olivier saillard and laurent cotta. 
photograph © p Antoine / paris-musées.
OVERLEAF
Unravel: Knitwear in Fashion. momu, 
Antwerp, belgium, 16 march–14 August 2011. 
curated by Karen van Godtsenhoven and 
emmanuelle Dirix, designed by bob verhelst. 
photograph © frederik vercruysse,  
courtesy modemuseum.
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BELOW LEFT AND RIGHT
Daphne Guinness. the museum at the  
fashion Institute of technology, new york, 
UsA, 16 september 2011–7 January 2012.  
curated by valerie steele and Daphne 
Guinness, designed by Ken nintzel.  
photograph © the museum at fIt.
OPPOSITE
Victoria Revealed. Historic royal palaces, 
Kensington palace, london, england 26 march 
2012. curated by Deirdre murphy, designed by 
opera Amsterdam featuring work by sculptor 
Andy singleton.  
photograph © Historic royal palaces/newsteam.
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Diana Vreeland After  
Diana Vreeland
museo fortuny, venice, Italy,  
10 march–26 June 2012
Living Fashion: Women’s Daily 
Wear 1750–1950 from the  
Jacoba de Jong Collection
momu, Antwerp, belgium,  
21 march–12 August 2012
The Game of Court
Kensington palace, london, 
england, 26 march 2010
Victoria Revealed
Kensington palace, london, 
england, 26 march 2012
Nijntje in de Mode  
(Miffy in Fashion)
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands,  
1 April 2012–22 January 2013
Comme des Garçons:  
White Drama
musée Galliera at les Docks, paris, 
france, 13 April-28 october 2012
Cristobal Balenciaga: 
Collectionneur de Mode 
(Cristobal Balenciaga:  
Fashion Collector)
musée Galliera at les Docks, paris, 
france, 13 April-28 october 2012
Roger Vivier:  
Process to Perfection
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, may 2012–April 2013
Christian Louboutin
Design museum, london, england, 
1 may–9 June 2012
The Sea
fDG, phoenix, UsA,  
3 may–15 July 2012
An American Legacy: Norell, 
Blass, Halston and Sprouse
Indianapolis museum of Art, 
Indianapolis, UsA,  
4 may 2012–27 January 2013
Schiaparelli and Prada: 
Impossible Conversations
met, new york, UsA,  
10 may–19 August 2012
Ballgowns:  
British Glamour Since 1950
v&A, london, england,  
19 may 2012–6 January 2013
Fashion A–Z Part 2
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
23 may–10 november 2012
A Vision of Fashion
KcI at the contemporary Art 
museum, Kumamoto, Japan,  
25 June–8 october 2012
Pop: Design Culture Fashion
ftm, london, england,  
6 July–27 December 2012
Ivy Style
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
14 september 2010– 
5 January 2013
Modern Spirit:  
Fashion of the 1920s
fDG, phoenix, UsA, 22 september 
2012–10 february 2013
Buffalo
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 2012
Faith, Fashion, Fusion: Muslim 
Women’s Style in Australia
powerhouse museum, sydney, 
Australia, 2012
Glamour
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 2012
Helena Hörstedt:  
The Black Whole
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden,  
4 January–11 november 2012
Linda Jackson: Bush Couture
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
26 January–9 september 2012
Sport and Fashion
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 4 february 2012–2013
IMPACT: 50 Years of the CFDA
mfIt, new york, UsA, 
10 february–17 April 2012
The Total Look: The Creative 
Collaboration Between Rudi 
Gernreich, Peggy Moffitt and 
William Claxton
museum of contemporary Art 
pacific Design centre, los Angeles, 
UsA, 27 february–27 may 2012
Louis Vuitton / Marc Jacobs
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france,  
9 march–16 september 2012
2012
Uniformity:  
Cracking the Dress Code
te papa, Wellington, new Zealand, 
27 september 2012– 
15 september 2013
Undress:  
Shaping Fashion and Private Life
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 28 september 2012– 
1 september 2013
Chloé. Attitudes
palais de tokyo, paris, france,  
29 september–18 november 2012
Rejina Pyo: Structural Mode
museum boijmans van beuningen, 
rotterdam, the netherlands,  
29 september 2012– 
20 January 2013
Proportion Distortion
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
6 october–11 november 2012
Ronaldus Shamask:  
Form, Fashion, Reflection
philadelphia museum of Art, 
philadelphia, UsA,  
6 october 2012–10 march 2013
Hartnell to Amies:  
Couture by Royal Appointment
ftm, london, england,  
16 october 2012–23 february 2013
Klädsel: Mörk Kostym  
(Dress Code: Dark Lounge Suit)
röhsska museum of fashion, 
Design and Decorative Art, 
Gothenburg, sweden, 23 october 
2012–13 January 2013
ABOVE
Chloé. Attitudes. palais de tokyo, paris,  
france, 29 september–18 november 2012. 
curated and designed by Judith clark. 
photograph © romain ricard
Valentino: Master of Couture
somerset House, london, england, 
29 october 2012–3 march 2013
Shoemaking
bata shoe museum, toronto, 
canada, november 2012
Ballet and Fashion
national Gallery of victoria, 
melbourne, Australia,  
3 november 2012–19 may 2013
A Century of Millinery Style
fIDm, los Angeles, UsA,  
9 november–20 December 2012 
RIPPED: Expressions  
from the Underground
fIDm, los Angeles, UsA,  
9 november–22 December 2012
Fandemonium
Kent state University museum, 
Kent, UsA, 16 november 2012– 
6 october 2013
Blue Jeans
centraal museum, Utrecht,  
the netherlands,  
24 november 2012–10 march 2013
Fashion and Technology
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
4 December 2012–8 may 2013
Fashioning Fashion: Deux Siècles 
de Mode Européenne 1700–1915 
(Fashioning Fashion: Two Centuries 
of European Fashion 1700–1915)
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france,  
13 December 2012–14 April 2013
OVERLEAF
Louis Vuitton / Marc Jacobs.  
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 9 march– 
16 september 2012. curated by pamela  
Golbin, designed by samantha Gainsbury  
and Joseph bennett.  
photograph © les Arts Décoratifs / luc boegly.
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LEFT
Louis Vuitton / Marc Jacobs.  
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france, 9 march– 
16 september 2012. curated by pamela  
Golbin, designed by samantha Gainsbury  
and Joseph bennett.  
photograph © les Arts Décoratifs / luc boegly.
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2013
RIGHT
Fifty Fabulous Frocks, the fashion museum, 
bath, england, 2 february 2013. curated  
and designed by rosemary Harden and  
Iain r. Webb.  
photograph courtesy fashion museum, bath 
and north east somerset council. 
BELOW
Living Fashion: Women’s Daily Wear 1750–
1950 from the Jacoba de Jong Collection. 
modemuseum, Antwerp, belgium,  
21 march–12 August 2012. curated by  
Karen van Godtsenhoven and Wim mertens, 
designed by office Kersten Geers David  
van severen.  
photograph © ronald stoops,  
courtesy modemuseum.
OPPOSITE
Paris Haute Couture (photographed during 
installation). musée Galliera at l’Hôtel de ville, 
paris, france, 2 march–6 July 2013. curated  
by olivier saillard.  
photograph © mairie de paris/marc verhille.
Fifty Fabulous Frocks
the fashion museum, bath, 
england, 2 february 2013
Knitted Elegance:  
Creative Fashion Since the 1950s
platt Hall, manchester, england,  
7 february–25 may 2013
Shoe Obsession
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
8 february–13 April 2013
Paris Haute Couture  
musée Galliera at l’Hôtel de ville, 
paris, france, 2 march–6 July 2013
Couture in Colour: Silk and Prints 
from the Abraham Archive
momu, Antwerp, belgium,  
13 march–11 August 2013
Punk: Chaos to Couture
met, new york, UsA,  
9 may–14 August 2013
Christian Dior: Designer in Focus
platt Hall, manchester, england,  
7 June 2013–12 January 2014
La Mécanique des Dessous:  
Une Histoire Indiscrète  
de la Silhouette (Engineered 
Underwear: A Revealing  
History of the Silhouette) 
les Arts Décoratifs, paris, france,  
5 July–24 november 2013
Club to Catwalk:  
London Fashion in the 1980s 
v&A, london, england,  
10 July 2013–16 february 2014
A Queer History of Fashion:  
From the Closet to the Catwalk 
mfIt, new york, UsA,  
13 september 2013– 
4 January 2014
Alaïa 
musée Galliera, paris, france,  
28 september 2013– 
26 January 2014
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absent objects 71
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  Britain Can Make It exhibits 31, 32–5, 37 
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 in Fashion: An Anthology 74, 104
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 in fashion exhibitions 171
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Acton, Harold 61
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17, 18
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